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COMMENCEMENT
“A splendid spirit of enthusiasm animated the ceremonies that attended the
graduation exercises of St. Mary’s College Tuesday afternoon in the gymnasium of the institution.

It was revealed in just as pronounced a degree at the

banquet of the alumni at the Phillips House in the evening.
“Indeed, the occasion was most auspicious in the history of the institution, so singularly honored by the presence of the Governor of the state, Hon.

James M. Cox.

It was quite a red letter day for teachers, pupils and alumni of

St. Mary’s, and there was no attempt to check the honest demonstration of
pleasure on the part of so many graduates and former graduates of the college.”

—Dayton Daily News.
Extracts from the Address of the Hon. James M. Cox.

wealth that honored me on this _im-

exercises of various schools this year,
but this is the first opportunity that
I have had to hear one of the graduates admit his obligations to the
home folks.
That was the finest

portant and delightful occasion.

tribute paid in any of the addresses

“The great state of Ohio, emerging
with honorable scars from the greatest disaster in the history of the state,
permits

me

to honor the

commonIt is

my first opportunity since the flood
to see the bravest people that the sun

made on this stage today.”

ever shown upon.

ness of the people in this city to see
the clergy of other churches repre-

I feel while tread-

ing these grounds that I am walking
upon sacred soil, for here the doors of

the college were thrown open that
people might come here to sleep and
eat after the flood. It will take many
pages to recount the deeds of heroism
of that critical period, not the least of
which was: the splendid and kindly
spirit

exhibited

by

this

college

in

throwing open the doors to the flood

“Tt is an index to the broad-mindedsented here, another evidence that the
fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man is to be established upon
the earth.”

“At all times be optimists instead of
pessimists. There are a million sunbeams to. every cloud. There are a
thousand philanthropists for |every

sufferers.”

misanthropist or carping cynic.”
“In conclusion, I ask you to so live

“I want to congratulate the splendid speech of your salutatorian. I

that you may match up to the great
and manly institutions of this college
that you must respect and love.”

have attended many commencement
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Raymonp J. O’Brien, 713.
)T is my good fortune to have the honor and extreme
pleasure of extending to one and all, in the name of the
class of 1913, a most hearty welcome. Commencement
day has arrived, the day we have patiently awaited, the
guiding star of our school days, the goal:toward which
we have directed all our efforts. We are about to reap
the fruits of our labor, to receive the laurel of our victory and to face
the world in the consciousness of duty well performed with the blushing honors of our first triumph. Our hearts are overflowing with gratitude and appreciation, and with extended arms we welcome you, our
parents, relatives, and well wishers, to participate with us in celebrating the glories of this happy day, the most decisive day perhaps of our
entire life.
In the past, St. Mary’s has been fortunate in having men of high
station to address her graduates; but today she has a singular privilege.
We feel proud in having with us one of our own citizens, one whose
voice resounded through the spacious halls of Congress, one who has
already displayed the greatest ability in the gubernatorial chair of this
sovereign and independent commonwealth of Ohio—the Honorable
James M. Cox. His past achievements are his best eulogy. He has
stood by the people, worked earnestly for their welfare, and by a fearless, unflinching, humanizing policy has constantly sought to promote
tke best interests of all to the detriment of none.

To you, Honorable Sir, the Governor, let me extend a double welcome. That the city of Dayton held a high place in your esteem and
regard was a matter of conviction with us, but to what length your
interest in the Gem City extended was clearly revealed by the late
terrific disaster, the floods of March, that threatened to blot from the
map the very name of our fair and prosperous city. Needless for me
to repeat what is still afresh in the minds of all. Your kindly, sympa-

thetic visit to survey with your own eyes the extent of that dire ca-
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lamity has gone far to strengthen the bonds of our devotion to you and
arouse our own courage and confidence in the future of a Greater and
Better Dayton.
Yes, we are proud, Honorable Governor, to have you in our midst.
Qur Alma Mater could not have presented us with a better and truer
type of an upright, conscientious, disinterested and progressive citizen
than when you responded so graciously to her invitation. We are con-.
vinced that your sterling worth will find its due recognition, and we
sincerely trust that Ohio’s favorite son will be called to even higher
honors in 1916. Sir, we await with impatience the words of counsel
that you will address us; we will treasure them as a parting gift that
Si. Mary’s gives us in your person, and our future conduct will show
that our beloved Alma Mater can produce earnest, liberty-loving, obedient, God-fearing citizens of our glorious Republic.
We are happy to see again the now familiar features of St. Mary’s
ardent admirer in, the Capital City—the Honorable Timothy S. Hogan.
Tireless in the pursuit of his arduous duties, and remarkably successful in his efforts to expose the manifold iniquities of dishonesty and
eraft, he has earned a reputation for probity and justice that place
him among the prominent men on whom the nation has placed her
hopes. Honorable Mr. Hogan, we greet you as an old friend.
The presence of so many alumni and friends is indeed a very encouraging sight to us graduates. You have consented to come to St.
Mary’s, to partake of our joy and happiness, to recall old memories of

the time when you were the heroes of the hour on this very platform.
We will be happy to join your noble ranks, to become loyal supporters
of Alma Mater and increase her honor and fame both by our fidelity to
the maxims she has taught us and by our generosity in responding with
more substantial aid when she appeals to us in her attempt to widen
the sphere of her activity. Great things are in the air—St. Mary’s is
but beginning to grow. Let us help to prove that a Greater Dayton
and a Greater St. Mary’s are synonymous terms.
Reverend President, Beloved Professors, your exterior gives sufficient token of the emotions that swell your hearts today. You have
assisted us in the attainment of the desired goal, and we have to the
best of our ability proven that your efforts were not in vain. You have
condoned our failings, you have cheered us in moments of darkness,
your own bright example being the most efficient means to allure us on

to higher things. It is but meet and just that I bid you in the name of
my classmates a thrice hearty welcome. As the day of our stay in
these familiar halls drew to a close we have learned to appreciate your
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ceaseless efforts, to realize that you alone made this day possible, that
yours is the triumph that wrought of our youthful dreams a material
realization. As years roll on, and class succeeds class, may it be an
increasing pleasure for you to recall the honor and fame that the class
of 1913 has achieved for their dear Alma Mater.
And now, fellow-students, before concluding, I extend to young and
old a cordial welcome to partake of this happy scene, the day of our
graduation. To you we leave the rsponsibility of maintaining the high
standard your academic forefathers have set, and we wish you the
fullest measure of success. The way seems long at times, you may
meet with more than one obstacle, but the prize is worth the struggle.
May the joys we are experiencing be yours some day and may your
college years prove the happiest of your life.
Greetings, then, to all who have aided us in making this day the
happiest of our life, to our affectionate parents, who have given us this
grand opportunity, to our beloved professors, who have ever been an
inspiration to us, to our honored guests and to all kind friends. In the
name of the class of 1913, I bid you welcome.

S2

Valedictory
“PD

Henry J. Kuern, 713.
HAT a glorious day has been ushered into existence by
the rising of this morning’s sun. This is the long
awaited day—the day which has crowned in a halo of
glory the successful culmination of our college career.
Myriads of emotions fill to overflowing the inmost
depths of our fast-beating hearts; emotions which no

poetic genius could ever attempt to describe. Like a dream the mystic
splendor of the occasion flashes before our wondering eyes, but as the

magnificent twilight in all its scenic grandeur must slowly fade into
the engulfing shades of night, so too the joyous aspect of this memorable day must fade before the parting of the darkling clouds of —
reality.
Itis, indeed, hard for us to realize that we have eae reached the
goal of our ambitions. In the dim and distant years gone by, we have
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beheld each succeeding class reach this coveted goal, ourselves meanwhile seemingly unconscious that we too were drifting down the stream
of time bearing us onward to our own graduation day.
Ah, friends, you who have traveled far on the turbulent sea of life;
you have drunk deep of the cup of sorrow, and even perhaps have
tasted the bitterness of its dregs ;—you, too, were once young; you, too,
once bloomed in all the strength and vigor of youth; you know what
happy scenes and joyous memories have been our lot. You share with
us the extreme happiness of this eventful day and wonder what awaits
us in the dim shadow of the future.
Anxiously have we looked forward to the advent of this happy day, ©
and with the characteristic impatience of youth have we longed for the
time when, as men, we should take our place in the ranks and enter the
battle of life.
“Yet, ah, the pity of it, that spring should vanish with the rose;
That youth’s sweet-scented manuscript should close.”
Alas, ’tis true. Today has seen the closing of the manuscript of our
youth and witnessed the opening of the great ledger of manhood; but
we are equipped for the stern duties which await us and we fondly
trust that on the great reckoning day our accounts will not be found
wanting.
Reverend President, beloved Professors, you have faithfully and
conscientiously fulfilled your arduous duty toward us; you have guided
us well during our sojourn within the hallowed walls of old St. Mary’s;
you have lighted the path which winds its bewildering way through the
tangled labyrinth of youth and have taught us to drink deep, yet
wisely, at the fountain of knowledge. You have implanted in our
hearts true sentiments of love, courage and justice; you have taught us
1o cherish high and noble ideals, and have shown us where true peace
and happiness are to be found. How can we ever repay the debt of
gratitude which we owe you? We recognize that the debt is indeed too
great ever to be repaid, but we can show our appreciation for your
noble, self-sacrificing endeavors by remaining loyal and steadfast to

Alma Mater, and this, together with our life-long gratitude, is the
solemn pledge that I make to you in the name of the class of 1913.

In

years to come, when the cares of life have left their furrows on our
now youthful brows and the swiftly fleeting years have turned our hair
1o silv’ry gray—then will we love to recall old memories of our college
days and realize, even more than now, how deeply we are indebted to
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you; and in all sincerity will we call down God’s blessing upon your
noble work and say:
“With them the seed of wisdom did I sow,
And with my own hands wrought to make it grow.”
Fellow students, you who will return to Alma Mater and continue
your college education, you who remain behind while we go forth to
give to the world what it justly expects of us as college-bred men, ever
remain loyal in your devotedness to your teachers and professors;
never forget that their sole ambition is to train and prepare you for
the successful performance of a responsible role in the great drama of
Life. Show that you appreciate their untiring devotedness and never
fail to give expression to the admiration which you must surely feel for
the men who labor with such zeal and disinterestedness in your behalf.
Remember that you are now enjoying an opportunity which the future
can never more recall. As the ever surging waves roll onward on the
restless bosom of the mighty sea, so too is the onward surge of the
under-graduates eager to reach the final goal. Your day will come; to
you who will follow in our footsteps we wish unbounded success.
Comrades, a word to you with whom we have been so intimately
associated during our college career. You, too, are about to pass out
into the busy world; you, too, have a sacred mission to fulfill in life.
Whatever may be the nature of your future occupation, I entreat you
ever to retain a warm spot in your heart for dear old St. Mary’s, and
may you often recall the happy memories of your college days and think
of those whom long years of companionship have made so dear to youYo you, High School and Commercial graduates, we bid a sincere farewell, and if ever in the busy rush of industry we should meet, let us refresh old friendships and revive pleasant recollections of the scenes we
are about to leave. Perform conscientiously your part in life and never
lose sight of those wholesome principles which have been imparted to

you. Strive not alone for earthly praise and glory, but let right, not
might, be the guiding star of your endeavors.
And now, dear Classmates, what shall I say to you?

How can IL

express the emotions which overwhelm my soul? Can you realize that
even now the moment has arrived when we must part; that in one
short moment must be severed the fast bonds of friendship, yea, I had
rather say, the bonds of brotherly love which have so closely knitted
our career during our long stay in the shadow of our Alma Mater.
What natural brothers could have been more attached to each other, or
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could have been so frequently in each other’s company? We are but
three—all that remains of a once numerous class. Time has indeed
wrought havoc in our ranks, but we who persevered unto the end, we
who have struggled side by side to reach the coveted goal,—let us ever
remain true to each other, true to our comrades and professors and
true to the grand ideals, the noble principles for which old St. Mary’s
stands.
Classmates, we stand at the parting of the way. Henceforth we
must journey through life by different paths without the guiding hand
of those who have so nobly directed us during the past few years.
There is a mission for eaeh of us to perform, but let us hope that none
of us will ever be found wanting in its performance. Let us ever stand
out as exponents of all that is true and noble in life and be a credit to
the college which is responsible for what we are today. Let us solemnly
resolve that no matter how great be the distance which separates us,
the bond of friendship which has so strongly been welded together shall
never be rent asunder and that soon shall be happily answer the
question,—
“When shall we three meet again?”
Alas, the day, borne on the fleeting wings of time, is swiftly nearing
its close. So, too, our day at college is done, and we must part: but
when in the distant future, pain and sorrow weigh heavily upon our
hearts and when our minds are tortured by the cares of life, let our
thoughts wander back to Alma Mater, and may we find peace and courage in softly repeating:
“OQ there are voices of the past,
Links of a broken chain;
Wings that can bear me back to times
Which cannot come again;
Yet God forbid that I should lose
The echoes that remain.”
Farewell.
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FRANK THILL, 714.
)F I possessed the artistic talents of a Raphael or a
Michael Angelo, I would this evening paint a picture
instead of addressing you. And I am convinced that the
canvas produced by such master hands would express
far more forcibly than any words of mine, all that can
be said on my chosen theme. On that canvas, in a sky
dark and lowering, and heavily laden with the smoke and grime of
recent battle, I would hang the likeness of the Crescent. Its pale silvery gleam, surpassed only by the fiery light of the sun, I would dim
by the brilliancy of the cross, appearing in the west, chasing with its
effulgence the night that for more than 300 years hung so heavily over
those rich lands of southeastern Europe. Or, in other words, I would
paint for you the picture of the second dawn of Christianity dispelling
ihe gloom of Islamic error and fanaticism, symbolized by the Crescent:
that Crescent by which the Mohammedan professes his faith, which
even at the present time holds under its absolute sway two hundred and
thirty million souls, and is second only to Christianity, in numeric
strength, among the religions of the world. It is indeed the only rival
of the Cross for universal supremacy; and a cruel, relentless rival it
has been, as history well attests.
The Mohammedanhordes. overran the fair fields of Spain as early
as the eighth century. Like a monster creeping forth from the maw of
hell, Islam overspread this sunny land, belching out upon the nation
its fetid breath of ruin and degrading influence, the effects of which
it took Spain seven centuries to obliterate.

And as you all know, but

for the iron arm of Charles Martel, the whole of Europe would have
shared the same awful fate. Then again, as late as the 17th century,
that Crescent which symbolizes this colossal agent of destruction

threw its portentious gleam over the very heart of Christian Europe.
*This oration was awarded the first prize of $30 in Gold in the first annual contest for the D. G. Reilly Oratory Prizes.
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Halted this time in their triumphant march by the Christian hero
Sobieski, the Turkish leaders were driven back to the fair provinces
east of the Mediterranean, where since then they have held absolute
sway over thousands of fanatical followers. But happily even this
rule has come to an end. The Balkan war, so fitly styled “The last
Crusade,” has, we believe, forever reduced the Turk and his Crescent
to a mere nominal power among the nations of Europe.
And why, my friends, do the followers of Christ, whose views are
not biased by selfish motives, rejoice at the result of this conflict?
Might it not be said that the Balkan War was merely the outburst of
national unrest and ambition? Undoubtedly, but the root of that
political upheaval must be sought for in the outrages perpetrated on
Albania and other Christian Balkan states by the hand of the Turk.
Beneath and aside from the ambition for national autonomy, the world
must recognize in this recent war a radical antagonism between the
forces of Mohammed and those of Christ. Every soldier in the armies
of the Allies realized that along with political independence he was
tighting for the cause in which Godfrey of Bouillon, Richard the LionHearted, the Cid, Sobieski, and those other immortal warriors took up
arms, and that like them every soldier of the allied armies meant to
conquer or to die.
In holding this view of the Balkan war, I may be accused of fanaticism. Indeed, it may be asked why Christianity and Mohammedism
are so at variance. There is only one answer. It is because truth can
never countenance error, because light and darkness are mutually exclusive. I may also add that careful investigation of the history of mankind will bear out the statement, that the powers of darkness have
from the beginning assailed those of light. With a variance so eternal
and essential it naturally becomes the Christian’s duty to defend his
religion, and to utilize every agency, be it of peace or of war, to spread
its benign influence. Furthermore, the doctrine of Mohammed has no
claim to toleration. Its founder was one of the vilest imposters recorded in history. He claimed to be a prophet of God, but he belied
that sacred calling when he violated the first principle of the moral
law. He was not pure. He belied that sacred calling when he offered
a heaven of gross sensuality to his followers. He belied that sacred

calling in preaching the holy war or conquest of the unbeliever.
My first charge against the prophet has its foundation in the Koran,

or Book of Mohammedan religion, which contains the supposed revelation of God to the prophet, through the archangel Gabriel. Mohammed accordingly tells us in the Koran, chapter 32d, 37th verse, that
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God commanded him to marry Zaniab, the divorced wife of his adopted
son, “In order that henceforth the faithful may not be bound by the old
custom forbidding men to marry the divorced wives of their adopted
sons.” History also has its say on this subject, for here we learn that
Ziad, upon seeing that his foster father Mohammed had fallen in love
with his beautiful wife Zaniab, put her away, so that his benefactor
might marry her. But Arab custom declared this scandalous. Whereupon the aforementioned revelation came from Heaven. And so
throughout, the life of Mohammed, after the death of his first wife
Kadija, was disgraced by the excesses of his polygamy. Such was the
prophet, the founder of a religion to whose damnable influence and
lving hypocrisy one-seventh of the population of the world is today
subjugated.
What the prophet did in this regard his followers are still doing,
so that as a consequence the position of womanhood is never high in
Moslem lands. In India, where centuries of ruthless warfare numbered women among the lawful spoils of war, where female slaves were
sold in the markets like cattle, and this too with the sanction of the
Mohammed religion, is it to be wondered at that the general conception
of womanhood is so low? The polygamy so generally practiced by the
wealthy or well-to-do classes, works out in the direction not only of degrading womanhood, but also and necessarily leads to the moral degradation of the family. And my friends, a system that allows its women
to be so degraded, a system that has no regard for the moral atmosphere of the family, is the system that must, because of its degeneracy
and its rottenness to the core, go down before the onward march of
civilization. It is for this reason, primarily, that the East, once the
home of culture and of high ideals, is now so far behind our western
civilization.
My next contention is that by proclaiming the holy war against the
Christian religion, Mohammed and his followers justify every form of
legitimate warfare by Christian nations. The extirpation of the unbeliever is a precept of the Mohammed religion, and the spoils of war,

the very virtue of captive women, belong to the conqueror by divine
decree. The conquest of Spain in the eighth century; the march to
Vienna in the 17th, when, as we believe, Christian Europe was saved

cnly by the intercession of “Mary help of Christians”; the Armenian
1nassacre in 1895; aye, in our own day the recent Balkan conflict, bear
out this contention, and are undeniable evidences of the greed of the

robber added to the zeal of the fanatic.
And, my friends, it is not hard to understand the intense, often
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fiendish zeal of the Turk. The Mohammedan’s ambition is to die fighting for his religion, for then he is sure that seated on a white camel he
shall be ushered into the gates of Paradise. There he shall recline on a
sofa garnished with silk and precious stones, tasting to the fullest the
lowest animal pleasure, eating the luscious fruits of Eden, and drinking the sparkling waters of Al Couthar from vessels of gold. This, my
friends, is the vision which lures the Mohammedan to martyrdom, this
his reason for struggling with such a fanatical fury, this his crown
of glory. With reward such as this in view, is it remarkable that thousands rally beneath the standard of the Crescent? But this condition
will no longer continue to exist. It cannot endure, for no strong house

can be erected on a foundation of sand, nor can a durable humanizing
policy be built on a foundation of voluptuousness, fatalism, despotism,
polygamy and slavery.
My friends, I ventured the bold statement that Mohammedanism
does not deserve to live. To the best of my ability I have given you the
reasons for that assertion; and now I ask you: Has it the right to mislead the thousands now living under its false rule? Is it just that the
thousands still to come, those unborn worlds shall be left in the gloom
of ignorance, if such wretched conditions can in any way be eradicated
?
And yet, strange to say, European governments, so-called Christian
chancellors, have used every means to thwart the progress of those
sturdy allies. They have used their influence to prevent the bringing
about of a settlement, which would give Christianity free access to
those unhappy creatures, to labor for their conversion to the standard
of the Cross. Europe has attempted indirectly to bolster up a cause
that is in direct antagonism to Christianity. Mark me, friends, I am
not gloating over bloodshed, I do not rejoice at the carnage and loss
suffered by the Turk, but I cannot understand why the Christian powers
should hover about, vulture-like, waiting for their fearless agent to kill

the prey, so that at last they may themselves descend and parcel out
among themselves the legitimate spoils of war. In pursuing the policy
upon which the rulers of these nations seem agreed they will achieve
cnly one result, namely, they will frustrate the completion of a task
which the best martial talent of medieval Europe failed to accomplish
in two centuries.
But in spite of opposition, the Balkan allies have nobly done their
work. Whatever may be the outcome of all political scheming and
selfish interference, Nicholas of Montenegro has paved the way for
Christianity to come in contact with those poor benighted creatures.
And now under the new conditions, when the persecuted Christian is
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cn equal political footing with the haughty Musselman, it remains to

be seen what Christian zeal and influence can accomplish. Only when

the Church, by bringing her spiritual equipment into play, has succeeded in converting the Moslem, will he come to see Allah, as he is in
reality, and recognize that Jesus is the only teacher of mankind; only
then will the Mohammedan cry out like the converted Thomas in an
ecstacy of joy, “My Lord and My God.” Then shall the sun of Christianity burst forth in all its brilliancy, dispelling the gloom of Islamic
error and turpitude, then shall the benign influence of the Cross, so
dearly bought, make itself manifest; and finally both Christian and —
Mohammedan will alike realize the truth as revealed by the Cross appearing in the heavens and proclaiming, “In hoc signo vinces”—“In this
sign shalt thou conquer.”

soc

coc

Phosphorus Poisoning

JoHN Kinz, 716.

T is incumbent upon every government to effect through
proper legislative channels such laws as are conducive
to the welfare of its citizens. Not only is it the duty of
legislators to pass penal laws against crime, to make
appropriations for the defense of the nation, and to
enact measures protective of its industries, but the
modern idea of good government requires of the men to whom the people have confided the reins of power, that they devise ways and means

to lessen the dangers to life and limb in the moil and toil of daily
routine, and above all to restrict as much as possible the ravages of

disease incidental to the various occupations of the working masses.

It is these classes, in general, that are most subject to the onslaughts
of that insidious foe, industrial disease; but as the working class is
the backbone of the nation, it is the concern of all that the lot of the

worker be alleviated and that his health be given due and ample pro-

tection. Thanks to the awakening conscience of some of our millianaires, and particularly to the indefatigable efforts of philanthropic
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social workers, we read every year of renewed attempts to abolish the
sweat-shops and other industrial abominations of our great manufacturing centers. But much remains still to be done.
Europe leads America in the enactment of laws for the protection
cf the toiling classes. The countries across the sea have learned by
bitter and costly experiments, and: were we wise, we would profit by
their experience to place such l-ws upon our statute books, as would
reduce to a minimum the diseases almost inevitably concomitant with
certain lines of trade and industry. European states have early recognized the disastrous effects of phosphorus poisoning in the manufacture of the ordinary friction match; in 1908 Great Britain summarily
forbade the manufacture of the white phosphorus match; Denmark
and Switzerland had prohibited their use even before that time, whilst
at the present writing almost all Europe has followed in their wake.
It is only of recent years, however, that in our own country any appreciable efforts have been made to agitate in the public mind a formidable
protest against the terrible dangers of this slow form of poisoning; in
fact, till within seven years ago white phosphorus was pre-eminently
the combustible component of match-heads and other igniting agents.
Sauria invented the common friction match in 1831, but already in
1845 Lorinser pointed out the dangers that lurked in its manufacture;
for though at that time the crude process employed consisted merely in
dipping splints of wood in some diluent as magnesia (Derepas, 1809):
and allowing them to dry, and although but few employes were required, the suffering caused soon became apparent. But in the pioneer
days of our huge modern industries, the cause of humanity was as a
rule made subservient to the pursuit of the dollar; today, however,
better conditions are beginning to obtain. Yet even at the present
time there is a form of match extensively used throughout the length
and breadth of our country, a match popularly known as “double tip,”
the striking parts of which, on chemical analysis, have unfortunately
revealed an extremely large proportion of white or yellow phosphorus.
Phosphorus poisoning occurs, in general, in all the industries in
which this chemical is extracted from phosphorites or coprolites; in
the sugar mill it is found in the refuse known as “bone black,” whilst

in. the meat-extract manufacture it appears in the form of “bone ash ;”
and not infrequently cases of poisoning manifest themselves among the
workers in phosphorus bronze. Yet nowhere is the havoc wrought by
this otherwise so useful element more apparent and more disastrous
than in the match industry. The poison may enter the system either in
the form of vapor, through the respiratory organs, or by means of food
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contaminated by the fingers, or finally by direct action upon the skin.
As an industrial poisoning it occurs in the chronic form, though of late
years such a general systematic poisoning has been called in doubt. It
is occasioned by the absorption of very minute particles of the poison
during a period generally of months and in some cases of years; in
fact, symptoms of the disease have been known to appear for the first
time long after the individual had relinquished the occupation.
This chronic form affects uniformly the bones of the face, beginning
with inflammation and sclerosis of the bones, and resulting later on in
necrosis. Most frequently that portion of the alveolar prosesses of the
jawbone is attacked, which is least protected against this infection.
There is swelling and ulceration on the gums and on the buccal mucous
membranes, pain even in the sound teeth, amid a general loosening and
falling out of the others. Suppuration and destruction of the jawbone
(necrosis), with numerous fistulous channels which here and there
burrow through the cheek, are common to the disease. While this destruction of the tissues is going on at one point, new bone is being
formed at another, thus keeping the affected part constantly sore and
raw. In the under jaw, however, there is no new formation of bone,
and the process of local destruction goes on insidiously. In some cases,
when the cheek-bones had been attacked, there followed a shrinking of
the eyeball, and even meningeal inflammation and cerebral abscess.
Remarkable brittleness of the bones is one of the peculiarities of this
disease, accompanied by pallid complexion and general loss of appetite. In some instances death resulted by sepsis.
Such being the fearful lot that stares the hapless, helpless phosp-horus worker in the face, it is only to be wondered that humanitarians
have not sooner championed his cause. But the prospect brightens now
that the government itself is about to take an active part in his behalf.
On April 9, 1912, Congress passed an act providing a tax on white
phosphorus matches. This act requires that a tax of two cents on every
hundred matches be levied after July 1, 1913. It states, moreover, that
after the above date, white phosphorus matches manufactured wholly
or in part in any foreign country shall not be entitled to entry at any
of the ports of this country, and, furthermore, that after January 1,

1914, no manufacturer shall be allowed to export any such or similar
matches from this country. Heavy penalties are provided for the violation of any clause of this act. The tax.of two cents on every hundred
will enormously augment the cost of production of the white phosphorus match, and hence directly increase the sales of the so-called
“safety” match, which will not carry this prohibitive tax. This will
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mean practically the driving off from the market, and the consequent
abolition of this kind of match manufacture, thereby ridding the country to a very great extent of the terrible disease occasioned by the
handling of phosphorus. There seems to be no definite cure for those
yho have contracted this dire affliction. The following special measures of relief have been published by the government in the bulletin of
the Bureau of Labor: “To the utmost possible extent, the prohibition
of the use of white or yellow phosphorus; exclusion of laborers who
have dental caries; after extraction of a tooth at least two weeks’ exclusion from the employment; change of occupation; improvement.
of
ihe general health. There is no specific medical treatment; in appropriate cases, operative intervention.” (May, 1912.)
In conclusion, a word about the Diamond Match Company, one ofthe largest match manufacturing concerns in the world. Two years
ago this company voluntarily surrendered for cancellation its American
patents on the use of the non-poisonous sesquisulphide of phosphorus
in the making of matches, giving publicity at the same time to a practical formula for its use, so that this material is now available to all
competitors. Such public-spirited action on the part of a large corporation in thus deliberately relinquishing valuable patents, is particularly
praiseworthy, and goes to prove that although corporations are popularly supposed to be without a conscience, here we have the notable
example of a corporation that‘acts with a soul, whose officials reckon
the public welfare at least on a par with their stocks and dividends. It
was this intensely human policy of the Diamond Match Company that
made both feasible and possible the passage of the Hughes-Esch Bill by
the United States Congress during March, 1912—the bill which lays so
prohibitive a tax on the manufacture of the deadly white phosphorus
match that none of them, we may confidently hope, will ever be made
in this country again after July 1, 1913.
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Seneca as a Dramatist
Ae
Raymonp J. O’BrigEn, 713.
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ANY of us are acquainted with the beautiful essays,
letters and philosophical ideals of Lucius Seneca, but
how many have ever read any of his dramas, made a
study of them, noting their literary merits and demerits? Not afew of us would be forced to answer this
3
j question in the negative. Before considering Seneca as
a dramatic artist, we must recall to mind the age in which he lived, his
environments, and the general character of his work.
Lucius Seneca had the misfortune to live during the unhappy reign
ef Nero, one of the most atrocious emperors that ever lolled beneath
the imperial canopy. The private life of Nero, the cruelties he inflicted
on his subjects, the bloody institutions he inaugurated, and the consequent inevitable decline of the Roman Empire, have won for him an
infamous pre-eminence among the world’s great tyrants and turned his
very name to a reproach. The stage during his reign had been a useless invention
; there were very few dramatists, for gladitorial combats,
the circus and endless gaudy processions supplanted the need of histrioniec representations. The only dramas that remain in Roman
archives are the eight complete tragedies of Seneca and one praetexta,

Octavia, which appears to have been written by one of his contemporaries. The blood-stained sands of the arena, the roaring of wild animals, the haughty personage of the emperor and the immorality of
Roman society deeply impressed the mind of Seneca, and his works
reveal the strong influence they exerted upon him. He strove to remain
on friendly terms with the emperor, to flatter him, and thereby gain his

affections.

He succeeded in maintaining this impression, till finally

the cup of favor was poisoned, and suicide ended his career.

The most interesting tragedy of Seneca is “Octavia,” called after
its heroine, the daughter of Claudius, the unhonored wife of the tyrant
Nero. In this drama, although the authorship is doubtful, he gives the
reason for the downfall of the Julian house; presents the progressive
wickedness of mankind, the divorce of Nero, the marriage of Poppaea,
and the execution of Octavia. The speeches, the sympathetic choruses,
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are very long, the style clear and rapid, at times over-rhetorical. The
action is very heavy, the spectator grows tired in following the scenes,
and the characters are poorly portrayed. His other worthy dramas are
“Media,” “Mad Hercules,” “Hippolyte” and “Troades.” All his themes
are taken from Greek legends and he modeled his work after that of
Yuripedes.
When we study the composition, the merits and demerits of Seneca’s
iragedies, we find that they are inferior to his other literary pursuits.
His dramas have received censure because of their rhetorical coloring,
their false passion and their total want of dramatic interest. It is impossible for us to compare them to the Greek dramas, because they lack
the essential qualities that constitute a good drama. We may attribute
these effects to the Roman ideas of art; they were inferior to that of the
Greeks, and a gladiator received more distinction than a playwright.
Seneca was more of a poet than a dramatist. He displays great ability
in this regard’; the iambic trimeter seems to predominate, though the
choruses are general anapestic. The time in which he lived greatly
influenced his dramas; the decay of Roman morals had assumed terri- .
ble proportions, and the scenes he depicts are lewd, the characters
scantily clad, whilst the most vulgar sentiments are given voice withcut any regard for stage decency. As Virgil has degraded Helen of
Troy, so Seneca degrades Phaedra. This defect is due to the customs
cf the time. Roman ladies bestowed their caresses on the gladiator,
the slaves and men of ill repute.. Seneca assumes the duty of an alluring mouthpiece in revealing all these immoral scenes and actions: it is
the animal, the sensuous cravings of man, that loom up through all his
tragedies.
These are serious charges; there are some redeeming features.
Seneca possessed great descriptive powers, and though the scenes are
often cumbersome yet they show careful arrangement. His philosophical ideas stand out prominently in his dramas; belonging to the Stoic
school, he presents the doctrine of fate, which makes prayer useless
and God powerless to influence the course of human events. His
choruses are lengthy and monotonous. They chant the praise of some

heathen divinity, but more frequently develop some moral theme, when
their sentiments usually deserve our sincerest approval.

His plays

contain five acts, the indication of scenes and the limitation to three

actors is fairly well observed. In his own age his tragedies made little
impression en the people, swayed as these were by the fiercer pleasures
that glutted their lust for blood. With the advent of the Renaissance,
however, his dramatic productions were widely studied by the scholars
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cf all nations, and exerted an undeniable influence in the evolution of
our modern theatre.
As to Seneca’s place among the representative dramatists, much has
been written. He cannot rank with the great Greek masters, because
his works are imitations of theirs, they lack originality, their themes
are taken from Grecian source, and their style is by far inferior to
ibem. As a Roman prose writer he holds an eminent position, his
cthical ideas are of the highest type and his style is the very best. But
as a Roman dramatist he holds little if any distinction, his plays were
not intended for action; indeed it appears as if play-writing was a
mere experimentation of his and the results attained were unsatisfactory.

The Philosophy of Seneca
ALPHONSE L. ScHUMACHER, 713.
T is difficult to say to what system of philosophy Seneca
is an adherent. He is generally believed to be a follower
of the Stoic school, but though he is an ardent admirer
of Stoicism and frequently practiced its ascetic principles, yet we must rather class him as an Eclectic, for as
he himself tells us, ‘““Nullius nomen fero.”
The Stoics despised the study of physical phenomena, or at Ieast
considered it only subsequent to morals, but as a question of little importance to the philosopher whose study should be restricted to morals.

In the early period of his court activities, Seneca shared this view with
the followers of Zeno, as is apparent in an epistle to Lucilius, in which
Le says:- “Scis enim me moralem philosophiam velle complecti et

omnes ad eam pertinentes quaestiones explicare.”

However, after he

withdrew from power as tutor and advisor of Nero, he reconsidered his

old prejudice and made the contemplation of physical phenomena an
important factor in his philosophical system. Where before his literary activities were directed in ethical channels, as in “De Vita Beata,”

they now found an outlet in such treatises as “Naturales Quaestiones”
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and “De Motu Terrarum,” undeniable evidences of his inconsistencies
and lack of steadfastness in his tenets.
lamentable instance of variance between precept and
Seneca is
example, yet he felt that philosophy is to be practical and not a mere
abridgement of abstract truths. Though his private life is often far
from exemplary, yet he frequently put in practice the ascetic principles
of Stoicism. Noticing that his wealth was a detriment to his welfare,
and that he had already attracted the avaricious gaze of Nero, he implored the emperor to accept his riches since they were simply the expression of Caesar’s bounty. Upon Nero’s refusal, Seneca resigned his
office, and abandoning himself to voluntary poverty, performed the
rigid rules and exercises of his school. In his life as a recluse, we see
the true worth of the man; for once we can observe him without a discuise. In his fearlessness of the intrigues of Nero and in his submission to the proclamation of his death, we observe the true Stoic.
In his “Naturales Quaestiones” we notice that Seneca makes an

other deviation from Stoicism, and the fact that he here bases himself
on Aristotle can be accepted as an expression of dissatisfaction with
the Stoic school. Again we observe the apparent influences of Aristotle
on Seneca, in the latter’s optical explanation of the phenomenon of seeing one’s self in the open air, which found a reproduction in the theory
of the Scholastics. In Stoic philosophy the “argument from Design” is
of no mean importance; in fact, it was the only practical and convineing argument which the early followers of the school had; but in
Seneca’s system, which is full of concessions, so characteristic of his
system, a digression is made and he has recourse to some Aristotelian
methods.
Epicurus is often quoted by Seneca, and especially in his epistles to

Lucilius.

It does not seem to be the Epicurean philosophy that ap-

pealed to Seneca, for though in his career as a statesman he at times
appears to have put the Epicurean principles in practice, yet it is apparent that, in theory at least, he had no sympathy with that system.
It was rather the influence of the philosopher’s personality that made
Seneca such an ardent admirer of Epicurus. The latter was abstinent
and unworldly, we are told, and like him, Seneca loved retirement and
was more and more seeking the confines of solitude, for as he wrote to
Lucilius: “Ararior redeo, ambitiosior, luxuriosior, immo vero crudelior
et inhumanior, quia inter homines fui.”
As there is a glaring contrast between his ethical fervor and his
political career, so there are contradictions all through the philosophy

of Seneca. This is particularly evident in his conception of the Deity. In
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his “Naturales Quaestiones” he agrees perfectly with Stoic pantheism,
and speaks of the Deity as “Mens Universi” and “Natura ipsa”; while
in his letter to Lucilius he makes use of such expressions as “parens
noster” and others that seem to tally accurately with the Christian
notion of the Divinity. This latter fact is cited to corroborate the belief in the acquaintanceship of Seneca and St. Paul, but it serves, too,
to show to what inconsistencies Seneca was subject. Such contradictions permeate his entire system, and he seems to alter his opinion to
satisfy his whims, a natural consequence to one who seeks to gain adherents by persuasion rather than by conviction.
Stoicism forbade emotion, but here again we observe the philosopher
at variance with its principles. He wept for his wife, bemoaned the
loss of a child, and was stricken with grief at the death of a slave. To
him this folly of the Stoics was apparent and such expressions of feeling he considered good if not noble, so in his “Vita Beata” he contents
limself with saying “indulgeantur non imperentur.”. Though his system is very ascetic, and in theory would smother all emotion, its one
object being the promotion of the practice of virtue, yet it is very impracticable in life. He deserves credit, however, for the skill with
vhich he makes innovations in his philosophy, for, noticing the necessity for alterations in his principles, he made many concessions in
crder to adapt his theory to practical life.
Certain Platonistic views also found favor with Seneca. He regarded this life as an exile of the soul which because of some offense or
other was compelled to animate a body. He, therefore, naturally beeves in the immortality of the soul, but to practice virtue in lieu of a
future reward, according to him, is unworthy of man; for him as for
«ll Stoics, virtue is its own reward. |
Seneca’s philosophy is often regarded as pure Stoicism, and he is
luoked upon as the most brilliant exponent of the Stoics. After a more
careful study of his system, however, it is evident that, though he leans
teward Stoicism, he differs in many of his principles from the disciples
of Zeno. We find him, in turn, basing himself on Aristotle, Epicurus

and Plato, and his philosophy is characteristic of himself. Though he

is popularly styled a Stoic, yet it is apparent that he is an Eclectic.
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A
Another year in the educational history of St. Mary’s.
Greater
College has drawn to a close. The commencement exer:
ry’s
:
;
‘
;
Bey
ercises were undoubtedly the most inspiring in the history of the college. The address was delivered by the Governor of the
State of Ohio, Hon. James M. Cox.
There was an atmosphere of optimism, of ardent desire, and firm
faith to make St. Mary’s a still greater factor in the ranks of educaizonal institutions of the country. It is an honest and laudable purpose, which is back of it all, for in this age when education is so diverse in its vocational departments, when state institutions offer exceptional advantages to young men in arts, science, engineering, and
the professions, how else can a Catholic college like St. Mary’s do its
work for higher education, than by keeping abreast with the times and

offering courses that the young man will pursue, if needs be, at a state
institution.
We might feel that the air of commencement has a tendency to day
creams of fancy, but when the voice of the people, the daily papers,
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express forcibly their sentiments, which we take pleasure in offering te
cur readers, we feel encouraged to predict that the Exponent will be
the organ of a Greater St. Mary’s in the near future.
The secular press in encouraging a movement for a Greater St. Mary’s
lias the interest of Dayton at heart. But we who believe in religion in
cducation, of its importance at the age when college young men are
budding into manhood, have greater reason for taking practical interest in making St. Mary’s as far reaching as possible in its scope and
plan in Christian education, which today can be used so effectively in
combating the evils of the day and furthering the glory of God.

ECHOES FROM THE PRESS

With the graduation today of the largest class in the
history of the institution, another school year is brought
Herald
to a successful close at St. Mary’s College. Fifty-nine
splendid young men, hailing from all states of the Union and practically
every quarter of the globe, received their diplomas from the different
departments, and along with this, medals and prizes were awarded to
honor students. Today is a gala day at St. Mary’s and rightly so and
the people of Dayton rejoice with President Bernard P. O’Reilly, memEvening

bers of the faculty and all others interested in the work of this splendid
school, over the great strides the institution has made in the educational world.
Students of practically every creed represented in the churches of
Dayton are enrolled in the different courses of the school. Perfect
freedom by non-attendance at religious services or instruction is maintained and this feature has appealed to numerous local high school
students who have taken and will take advantage of the opportunities
cffered here in preference to outside colleges.
It is gratifying to note, in a study of the enrollment, that Dayton
has shown a remarkable interest in the school with 250 students registered from this city. Graduates of Steele and Stivers have been eager
to avail themselves of the engineering courses, which are in charge of
experts and which have attracted the notice of the educational world.

Tn the progressive strides made during the past few years none has been
more welcome than the opening of the engineering department. It fills
a long felt want to young men who are technically inclined and who,
perhaps, are unable to leave Dayton to follow their chosen pursuits in
outside colleges. And more. The maintenance of this department
means that many brilliant young men of Dayton will not be lost to the
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Gem City through being trained elsewhere. Receiving their schooling
here, they will stick to Dayton, where the demand for technical men
is greater than at any time in the city’s history.
Another glance at the enrollment list reveals the fact that fully
seventy students are registered from Cincinnati, in spite of the fact
that the Queen City maintains several colleges of good standing.
These, along with other Americans and students from foreign countries
formed one of the most cosmopolitan groups of college boys imaginable,
the past year.
St. Mary’s college deserves hearty support from Dayton’s best men
in the educational as well as in the industrial world. St. Mary’s deserves and should have the co-operation of these men all along the line.
It is one of the institutions which is bringing Dayton’s fame ’round the
world. An even greater future is assured this fine local institution.

The interesting commencement exercises at St. Mary’s
Dayton
college again calls attention to the fact that Dayton has
ee
one of the best boys’ schools in the middle west. It
seems to us that all Daytonians should take a most cordial personal
interest in this spelndid educational institution. Scores of our successful citizens are graduates of the institution and in the broadest
sense the school is a genuine part of our social and industrial endeavor.
Dayton is going to make an international record for herself. That
is assured. In the general movement forward St. Mary’s college should
not be overlooked. We should all take a direct and effective interest
in this institution and give it a general boom. The school is beautifully
located, has a most efficient and enterprising faculty and its president
is a man of great heart and excellent learning. There is not a better
place in the country to send a boy. To this, as we said, a great many
Dayton citizens, can well testify.
St. Mary’s needs more facilities, more buildings, and sooner or
later she is going to get them. This institution, while now enjoying
the greatest prosperity in every way in its notable history, deserves at

least two hundred more regular students and the facilities to care for
them.

There ought to be a big movement in behalf of St. Mary’s, not

only in Dayton but all over the state to make it one of the largest
end finest institutions of its kind in the country. There is nothing
narrow or bigoted about St. Mary’s. From the president down the
splendid men there are broad-minded, progressive and full of spirit and
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enterprise. As a place for the education and training of boys it is excellent. For many years St. Mary’s has honored Dayton. Is it not
time for Dayton, in the great movement forward, to include in the general scheme of advancement this excellent school for boys that is right
now one of the best and most efficient in this part of the country?

All Dayton is proud of the work of St. Mary’s College,

Daily

which is today holding its commencément exercises. One

peep
of the oldest educational institutions of this section of
the country, it is known far and wide, and its graduates are to be
found all over the world. Its scholastic standards have always been
high, its courses of study continuously widened, its growth has been
steady, its usefulness constantly extended. St. Mary’s has been one of
the big factors in spreading Dayton’s fame.
Dayton herself has profited by the presence within her boundaries
of so excellent a school. Hundreds of her people have secured their
education here, and scores of boys of the present generation will acknowledge a great debt of gratitude to St. Mary’s for their mental attainments.
With the energetic and far-sighted faculty planning for the future,
and the plans for immediate additions to the equipment of the college
being carried out, it is to be expected that St. Mary’s will in the future
be one of the leading Catholic institutions of the Middle West.
Father O’Reilly, the president of the college, and the devoted
Brothers who are working with him in the conduct of the school, have
merited the congratulations that are being showered upon them today.
They have great reasons to look back upon their work with deep satisfaction, and to contemplate the future with high hopes.

.
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THE GOVERNOR AND THE RECEPTION COMMITTEE

The picture shows some of the distinguished guests at St. Mary’s College, Tuesday, June 17, on the occasion of the annual
Commencement Exercises. Those seated in the group, from left to right, are: Harry Cappel, 96; Rev. W. A, Hale, Richard P.
Burkhardt, ’90; Judge Dennis Dwyer, Hon. James M. Cox, Rev. Bernard P. O’Reilly, President of S. M. C. Members of the Charter Commission of the city, prominent Dayton Alumni, business and professional men, together with out-of-town guests, shown
in the above ppicture, served on the Reception Committee to Governor Cox, Commencement Day.

UR GOVERN
=

“WELCOME TO OUR GOVERNOR”
The accompanying picture of the stage on Commencement Day represents the Hon. James M. Cox and the Reception Committee to the left of the picture, and the graduates in cap and gown to the right.
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Special Alumni Message
We are pleased to report that the Alumni have voted favorably,
almost unanimously, on proposed changes to the Constitution of the
Alumni Association.

The changes became necessary on account of the

growth of the Association, and of the desire to have closer relationship
with Alma Mater.

We feel that the constitutions as they now exist

will increase the influence, not only of the Alumni Association, but
likewise of the college.
We congratulate the Alumni on the loyal spirit evidenced by their
broad-mindedness which will permit the admission as members into the

Alumni Association of active Old Boys who have yearned for this privi
lege for years.
Extracts from the New Constitution of the St. Mary’s Alumni
Association
Principal

MEMBERSHIP.

Features

Of graduation or degree, or having received an honorary

Any person having received a diploma

degree from any department of St. Mary’s Institute,
now known as St. Mary’s College, and all present and former presidents
and vice-presidents of St. Mary’s Institute, now St. Mary’s College,
become ipso facto members of the Association
; and, any person who has

ever been a student of said College or anyone who may become a patron
of the College or Alumni Association in some extraordinary manner,
may become a member of this association under such rules and conditions as the Board of Governors may adopt.
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The governing power of this association shall be vested

Power

in a Board of Governors to be composed of eighteen

(18) members of this association, together with the
President of the College and two other members of the Faculty, and the
term of office of the eighteen (18) members of this Board shall be for
three (3) years. Nine (9) of the members of the Board of Governors
shall be residents of the City of Dayton, and the other nine shall be
non-residents of the City of Dayton. Upon the acceptance of this constitution, eighteen (18) members shall immediately be elected: six (6)
for a term of one year, six (6) for a term of two years, and six (6) for
a term of three years, and, thereafter, six members shall be elected
annually for a term of three years. A nominating committee of three
(3), none of whom shall be members of the Board of Governors, shall
be appointed by the Board of Governors at least thirty (30) days previous to the annual election; said nominating committee shall present
the names of twelve members, and additional names may be placed upon
the ballot. Election shall be by mail; said ballots shall be canvassed
by a committee of three (3) appointed by the Board of Governors; none
cf said committee shall be candidates. The present presiding officer
of this association shall present to the association a list of thirty-six
(36) names, twelve (12) for each period of time they are to serve. Said
election shall be by ballot. The Board of Governors shall organize the
day after the annual banquet, and elect from their members the necessary officers for the carrying on of the business of this association.
They shall have absolute power and control of the membership, business, and finances, and may do all things that said association could
do; all matters usually referred to committee shall be referred to said
Board for action. Said Board shall make a full report of all its business at the annual meetings of this association. Vacancies in said
Board may be filled by it.
Section 1. _ This association shall hold meetings at the
direction of the Board of Governors; an annual meeting shall be held between the 1st and 15th of February of each year.
Meetings

Section 2.

Seven active members shall constitute a quorum.

Election of Board of Governors
The
Ballot

According to Article IV of the Constitutions, 36 names
© Shall be proposed for election, 9 Dayton resident, and 9
non-resident of Dayton to be chosen.
The ballot with instructions will be sent out during July, and as
tkis election is undoubtedly the most important in the history of the
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Alumni Association, all are urged to vote for the welfare of Alma
Mater and St. Mary’s Alumni Association.

Everybody Gets the Exponent
The following, which is a copy of a letter mailed to all
A New
graduates of St. Mary’s, will explain itself. The ExFeature
ponent heart and soul pledges itself to make itself a
welcome visitor monthly into your homes, giving you live news of the
alumni throughout the country. The text of the letter follows:
|
Dear Alumnus:
In accordance with the present constitutions as passed upon by the
St. Mary’s Alumni Association, the Exponent will be sent to every
alumnus paying his annual dues of $1.00 a year. If you have not paid
your dues for 1913-1914, kindly remit to the Treasurer.
The Exponent has generously made this arrangement possible in
erder that all the alumni may keep in touch with Alma Mater and
makes stronger the bonds of good feeling by receiving monthly live news
of alumni friends.
The July issue which the Exponent editors are mailing to all the
alumni is but an indication of what can be expected monthly by all
active alumni of the Association.
Trusting that you will give this matter your serious consideration,
we are
Sincerely yours,
Louis E. Moossrucerr, 700,
Pres. Alumni Association.
Rev. Bernarp P. O'REILLY,
Pres. S. M. C.

ANNUAL ALUMNI BANQUET
St. Mary’s Alumni Association held its annual banquet at the
Phillips House, Tuesday evening. Over 125 members gathered around
the festive board, and spent the evening in good fellowship and reunion.
Louis Moospruceéer, *00, president of the association, was Master of
Revels, and was choice and happy in his many introductions of the
evening.

Governor Cox and Attorney General Hogan were unable to

’ be present due to stress of important business.
President Moosbrugger read a letter from John H. Patterson, honorary member of the Alumni Association, regretting his inability to
attend the banquet.
os
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Tuos. J. CoucHuin, ’93, responded to the toast, “Cleveland’s Model
City Government.” His intimate knowledge of Tom L. Johnson’s pet
schemes was evident, for in the treatment of his favorite, he graphically told of the dreams that are now a reality. Cleveland’s city
euditor reflected great credit to St. Mary’s at the banquet. It is to be
regretted that Dayton did not secure Mr. Coughlin to address the
recent gatherings at Memorial Hall, for he has a thorough acquaintance with civic management whether under the federal plan or commission plan.
William A. Pflaum, ’07, spoke briefly and humorously on “Business
and Boilers,” and was followed by Rev. Martin M. Varuey, 06, who
made an earnest, dignified plea for the pursuit of full college course
preparatory to specialized professional training.
JoHNn F. Mauer, ’96, prosecuting attorney of Darke county, spoke
facetiously to the toast, “A Jolly Bachelor,” humorously insisting on a
graduate tax upon bachelors and suggesting casuually that the British
militant suffragettes and the Japs be pitted against each other. He
admitted he would rather enter a den of wildcats than cross-examine a
woman with a temper.
The president, Rev. Bernard P. O’Reilly, spoke on “St. Mary’s and
the Future.” He told of the possibilities of the college, and the growth
contemplated. He asked for active co-operation, promising that the
faculty would do its share. He emphasized the need of a Science Hall,
an Auditorium, a Gymnasium, and immediate funds to make possible
equipment for the Third Year of Engineering, October, 1913.
Others called upon to speak were: ALPHONSE SCHUMACHER. "135
Rey. Bernard Kuhlman, D. D.; Harry Finke, 02; Marr. BLUMENTHAL.
96; AL. Warp, ’99; Bern. Kircuner, 02; Brother F. J. O'Reilly; F. J.
McCormick, Jr., ’88; Brother Wm. Wohlleben; Brother H. Marzhauser; Dr. A. J. Moorman, 700.

The banquet closed the most successful year in the history of the

college. Alumni from all over the country gathered at the commencement and the banquet, and were enthusiastic in their loyalty for St.

Mary’s.

The Banquet Program
Twenty-first Annual Dinner
St. Mary’s College Alumni Association
Hotel Phillips, June 17, 1913
Our Distinguished Guests
Our Governor

Attorney General
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Toasts
Master of Revels

Louis E. Moosbrugger, ’00

Thos. J. Coughlin, ’93
Cleveland’s Model City Government
“Remember the promise you made in the attic”

Wm. A. Pflaum, ’07
Business and Boilers
“Water is extensively used in both”
Rey. Martin M. Varley, ’06
College Training and the Profession
‘Tis education forms the common mind”

How the °13 Class Will Escape Its Hoodoo
Alphonse L. Schumacher, 713
“From now on we will reckon our history from the year of
the Big Water in Dayton.”—The Class of °138
A Jolly Bachelor

John F. Maher, ’96
The maidens as they pass him by
All lift a longing gaze and sigh
For Si who’s here to tell us why!

John H. Patterson, ’57, President of the N. C. R., the:
“Man of the Hour” in the Great Flood, has become a
member of St. Mary’s Alumni “Association. Father
O'Reilly, President, received the following letter from Mr. Patterson’s
secretary, Mr. Arthur Dilks, June 16:
“Mr, Patterson has received your kind letter of June 13, and asks.
me to say, first of all, that as an old pupil of St. Mary’s College he feels
greatly honored by your wish to add his name to the list of honorary
members of the St. Mary’s Alumni Association.”
Mr. Patterson had fully intended to be present at the Alumni BanJohn H.
Patterson, ’57

quet this year, but Charter Commission meeting and stress of busi-

ress meetings at the N. C. R. made it impossible to carry out his in-tention.
The Exponent feels happy to chronicle Mr. Patterson’s memberheMary’s,
St.
of
friend
loyal
a
As
.
Association
ship in the Alumni
frequently pays tribute to Alma Mater and her first President, Brother
Zehler, at lectures and gatherings at the N. C. R. and Far Hills. It

»as he who made the first substantial donation of $2,000 to the Engi-—
neering Department, making its opening a possibility.

May Mr. Patterson live for many years, for no more big-hearted, .

generous soul lives in Ohio than he who in the recent visitation proved
himself to be “a saviour of his people.”
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Roa ae Rey. Bernard P. O’Reilly, President of S. M. C.; Rev.
Festive Board Chas. Polyscek; Rev. B. F. Kuhlman, D. D.; Dr. D. G.
Reilly; Hon. Judge Dennis Dwyer; John F. Finke, 767;
Rev. L. A. Yeske.
Faculty Guests: Rev. John L. Ott, S. M.; Henry J. Marzhauser,
S. M.; J. B. Gareis, S. M.; Fred. G. Paff, S. M.
Publicity Committee: M. L. Beard; Bert Klopfer; F. J. O’Reilly,
S. M.; Wm. J. Wohlleben, S. M.
Class of ’88: F.J. McCormick, Jr.; RuDoLpH SCHNEBLE.
Class of ’°91: Epw. C. Hreman.
Class of ’°92: JouHn M. Warp, Jos. C. WINDBIEL.
Class of 793: JosmrH J. ABeL, TuHos. J. COUGHLIN.
Class of 96: Joun F. Mauer.
Class of 797: Marr. N. BLUMENTHAL.
Class of ’98: Harry L. Capret.
Class of 799: Jos. W. Ciemens, Toro. HoLtitencamp, L. Epcar
OrenporF, A. J. WARD.
Class of ’00: Dr. A. J. Moorman, Louris Moossruccrr, Leo J.
WILL.
Class of ’?01: Bern. J. KircHNER.
Class of ’02: JoHn M. Buremeter, Harry FInKg#, Bern. M. Focksn,
Tos. Kanor, U. J. Rappst, 8. M.
Class of ’03: Cart CapPEL.
Class of ’°04: Rev. Atoys. C. ANGEL, ALPHONSE J. PATER.
Class of °05: Rev. Cuas. A. Ertet, Bern. C. HoLLENcAMP, CHAS.
A. KENNING, Epw. A. Moritz, Epw. V. SToEcKLEIN, Rev. Jos. TerzLarr.
Class of 706: CrareNnce HocHwatt, ANDREW E. Nicuot, S. M.,
Cuas. J. SCHAEFER, CARL J. SHERER, Rev. MARTIN VARLEY.
Class of 07: Harry B. Sotimano, A. A. Maher, Bernard Maher,
k. G. Mahrt, Wm. A. Pflaum.
Class of ’08: Frank J. Morris, Bernard L. Whelan.
Class of 09: Harry C. ANDERTON, UrBAN G. Focxn, Jos. C. SriwENSTICKER, Jos. L. Weis, Herpert E. WHALEN, Ferd. H. Stachler.
Class of 10: Hans Amann, Ropert FLEMING, WILFRIED WALTER,
Ratru Wo.LLEeNHAUPT, Carl C. King.

Class of 711: Frep P. GrunpisH, Ignatius A. Hart, FRancis
Murpeuy, Wm. L. SeipenstTicKEeR, LAWRENCE W. Srratrrner, Edward
Glockner, Albert G. Hochwalt, Victor Kimmel, Frank E. McBride,
John O’Leary, Frank J. Senn, Frank Smith.
Class of 712: Epw. R. Connetity, ALpHonse H. Manrt, Edwin
Bradmiller, Robert E. Gray, Fred W. Sturm, Henry W. Walsh, Leo J
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Barlow, J. Wm. Fries, Edw. L. Gross, Stephen Gulinski, Carlisle
Howald, George F. Kuntz, Jr., Martin Kuntz, Dan G. Maloney, Fred
A. Norkauer, Edw. Purpus, John Schwieterman, Martin Schneble,
Edw. C. Sherlock, Clarence Tangeman, Henry G. Wickham.
Class of 13: Henry A. Kiein, AtpHonse L. ScohuMacHerR, Wm.
H. Crutchfield, Martin Synnett, O. P. Behrer, Clarence R. Braun, Albert J. Burgmeier, J. A. Decker, Wm. A. Faigle, Frank Farrell, Chas.—
W. Fitzpatrick, Clarence Greiwe, Cyril E. Hochwalt, Albert N. Knoth,
T. A. Makley, Edw. Neary, Wm. O. Schleinitz, J. Russell Summers,
Leonard J. Swift, John L. Weigand, Edw. G. Weber, Paul Welch,
Joseph Weser, Walter H. Williams, Joseph L. Windbiel.
Five Celebrate First Mass
:
June 22 was an eventful day for five of St. Mary’s young priests.
They all read their First Mass on the same day, three of them in
churches of Dayton, O. Alma Mater was represented by one of the
priests of the faculty at the First Mass of the five chosen souls.
Rev. Water L. Maxtey, 701, was ordained by the
He
read his First Mass at Sacred Heart Church, Dayton, O.
Rev. Cuaries A. Erren, ’05, secretary to the Archbishop, was deacon,
and Rev. Martin Varcey, ’06, subdeacon. The sermon was preached by
Rey. F. J. Walsh of Mt. St. Mary’s Seminary. Rev. Walter Tredtin,
S. M., assisted at the Mass.
Rev. Walter L.
Most Rev. Henry Moeller, D. D., of Cincinnati, O.
Makley, ’01

Rev. Joun A. CosTe.xo, 09, was ordained priest by the
Rt. Rev. Herman J. Alerding, D. D., of Fort Wayne,
Ind. He read his First Mass at St. Mary’s Church,
Anderson, Ind. Rey. Bernard P. O’Reilly, S. M., president of S. M. C.,
was deacon, and Rey. J. A. Sullivan, assistant pastor, was subdeacon of
the Mass. Rev. T. A. Mungovan, the pastor of St. Mary’s Church,
preached the sermon.
Rev. John A.
Costello, ’08

Rev. Wm. T. Rev. Wo. P. O’Connor, ’08, was ordained to the priestO’Connor, 0g hood by the Most Rev. Henry Moeller, D. D., at St.
Peter’s Cathedral, Cincinnati.
at St. Joseph’s Church, Dayton, O.

He read his First Mass

Rey. Harry J. AnsBury, ’08, was

deacon, and Thomas J. Cobey, ’11, subdeacon of the Mass. The sermon
was preached by the pastor, Rev. Wm. Hickey. Rey. JosepH A. TrrzLAFF, ’05, Vice-President of S. M. C., assisted at the Mass.
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Weaticney A: Rev. Henry A. Stich, ’07, was ordained priest by the
Most Rev. Henry Moeller, D. D., at Cincinnati, O. He
Stich, 07
read his First Mass at Holy Rosary Church, Dayton, O.
Rev. Auvoys C. Ancex, ’04, of Pittsburg, Pa., was deacon, and Rev.
Charles Baden of Hamilton, O., was subdeacon of the Mass. The sermon was preached by the Rev. John Gallagher, pastor of Corpus
Christi Church. Rev. Lawrence A. Yeske, 8. M., of S. M. C., assisted at
the Mass.
Seth 1. Rey. John H. Schulte, 05, was ordained to the priest-

Schulte, 05

hood by the Most Rev. J. J. Glennon, D. D.

He com-

pleted his theological studies at Kenrick Seminary,
St. Louis, Mo. He read his First Mass at the Church of 8S. S. Peter and
Paul, St. Louis. Rev. F. W. Weinig was deacon of the Mass; Rey. H.
b. Greers, subdeacon, and Rev. H. Groll, D. D., pastor of the church,
arch-priest. Rev. August Frische, 8. M., President of Chaminade College, Clayton, Mo., who was professor at S. M. C. when Rev. John
Schulte was a student at Dayton, assisted at the Mass.

Another of St. Mary’s Alumni, Rev. Harry J. Anspury, ’08, was
ordained last February, as chronicled in the Exponent. As the honor
member of the class he was ordained in advance, a special privilege accorded to the honor student at Mt. St. Mary’s Seminary.
Alma Mater feels proud of her chosen sons, and offers her congratulations to them, their parents, relatives and friends.

We are unable to

publish their pictures this issue, as we could not obtain all in time to
go to press, but we promise to reproduce them in the October number,
when we shall record their permanent appointments.

Our Men of the Bar
Francis

Conny, ’09

Three more lawyers are added to the ranks of St.

Mary’s.

Francis Canny, 09, received his degree of

LL. D. at Georgetown University, passed the bar examination in Columbus, and together with the state representative, Victor
Vonderheide, formed a new law firm with offices on the 12th floor of
the U. B. Building, Dayton, O. Frank is a live wire, ever ready with
practical schemes to boost St. Mary’s.
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Charles

Whalen, 07
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A classmate of Francis Canny in the study of law at

Georgetown was Cuartes WHALEN, ’07.

Charlie suc-

cessfully graduated, and on Commencement Day
passed the bar examination in Columbus. Charlie held the position of
secretary to Warren Gard, representative of the Third Ohio District
iu Congress. Ever interested in St. Mary’s, he has generously placed
Alma Mater in a position to receive many valuable government publications. Charlie intends to continue in his capacity as secretary to
Representative Warren Gard for the coming year.

Hubert

Another St. Mary’s Old Boy to join the legal ranks is

Estabrook, ’19 Hubert Estabrook, 10. He pursued his law studies at
Ohio State University, and successfully passed the bar
examination. Hubert was actively interested in S. M. C., and frequently called on Alma Mater during his trips to Dayton. Although
“State” was one of the “Big Six,” athletics at St. Mary’s was ever of»
interest to him.

Michael A. The fourth budding lawyer to enter the profession at
Daugherty, ’09 Columbus, O., taking the bar examination there, was
Micuagt A. Davucuerty, 09. He followed the study of
law at Notre Dame, South Bend, Ind. “Mike,” like Francis Canny,
won the medal for oratory at St. Mary’s, thus forecasting his future.
He was always aggressive in football, ready to argue with friend or
foe, and it is safe to predict that this natural ability will come in good
stead in the practice of law.
We congratulate our young men of the bar; wish them unparalleled
success, and feel proud that their laudable ambition has been realized.

June Weddings
A Record

Proverbially, June is the month that has its charms.

We fear we have not heard of all the St. Mary’s Old
Boys who have become benedicts, but hasten to inform
our readers of the following:
Month

Chas. B.
95
Freeman,

The marriage of Miss Margret Barta and CHartes B.
FREEMAN took place at St. Louis, June 12. Rev. Francis O’Connor officiated at the wedding service, which

was held at the rose parlor of the Buckingham.

Miss Ann Freeman
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was one of the bridesmaids; and Ben Freeman, ’08, was best man
among others.
The St. Louis papers gave an elaborate story of the wedding and of
the gowns worn on the occasion.
After the ceremony there was an informal reception, the bridal
party afterward being driven to the home of the parents of the bride,
Mr. and Mrs. David Barth, 5798 Berlin avenue, where supper was
served. The young couple departed later in the evening for a honeymoon tour to Nova Scotia. Upon their return they will be at home to
friends at 5798 Berlin avenue.
Smith, °05

Another member of the class of ’05 to be blest was

Victor Cc,

Vicror C.Smirn, June 18. The bride of his choice was
Miss Kathryn Agnew. Rey. John Gallagher, pastor of
Corpus Christi Church, celebrated the Nuptial Mass, Earu Smits, ’07,
’ being best man.
Wedding breakfast was served at the residence of the bride’s parents, where the bridal party and friends to the number of twenty gathered. M1. and Mrs. Smith are spending several weeks in Canada, and
en their return will reside at 22 Stillwater Apartments, Dayton, O.
Our alumni will be pleased to know that Victor is the County Surveyorelect to succeed his classmate, Epw. A. Morirz, ’05, who has already
held two terms in office.
Edward

Hambuch, ’0¢

A popular Dayton young man in the person of Edward

Hambuch, 06, was one of the party of a pretty wedding

that took place at Holy Trinity Church. Father
Schengber wedded Ed. to Miss Viola Deger at an early Nuptial Mass.
Miss Leila Deger was bridesmaid, and JosepH E. Mayt, ’06, was best
man.
Wedding breakfast was served to the bridal party of fourteen at the
Phillips House. The honeymoon is being spent at Sulphur Lick.
Leo

Loges, ’06

The marriage of Leo Locges was solemnized by Rev.
Bernard Kuhlman, D. D., of the National Military

Home, June 30. The bride of his choice was Miss Elsa

Metzner. Her father, Prof. Wm. A. Metzner, presided at the organ,
and her sister, Miss Manilla J. Metzner, was bridesmaid. The groom
was attended by his cousin, Carl J. Wehner, ’06.
After the wedding breakfast, the happy couple left for an extended
trip on the Great Lakes. After July 15, they will be at home on Burns
avenue to greet their friends.
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Gerald Weisner, 710, of Franklin, O., and Miss Alice
Furlong of Middletown, O., were married at Holy
Trinity Church, Middletown, O. Gerald was popular
among sport lovers at S. M. C., his prowess at “end” in the gentle game
not having been forgotten.
After a short honeymoon, Mr. and Mrs. Weisner settled in a cozy
home in the Unglesby Flat, Main and Second, Miamisburg, O.
Gerald J.
Weisner, 710

Béarkis j.
Deis, ’07

A wedding that took place at Holy Angel’s Church,
located on property that was St. Mary’s when the
eroom attended the college, was that of Francis J.
Leis, 07, and Miss Edna R. Weis. Rev. Martin P. Neville celebrated
the Nuptial Mass and attended the wedding breakfast, which was
served at the home of the bride’s parents on Wyoming street.
The happy couple left later in the day for Chicago, where they are
spending their honeymoon. On their return they will temporarily
make their home on Howard street.
J. Russel

On Commencement Day, J. Russel Underwood, 711, and

+4, Miss Florence Geraldine Miller were wedded by Rev.
Underwood,

Dr. Garland. The ceremony took place at the home of
the bride’s mother on Huffman Hill in the presence of 150 guests.
The large mansion was a pretty bower of palms and flowers. After
the many guests assembled had poured out their congratulations, the
young couple motored to Cincinnati, where they left for Walloon Lake
to spend their honeymoon.

Off for Greenland!
Carroll Sprigg, 92, Judge of the Common Pleas Court,

Judge Carroll
accompanied by Frederick Patterson, son of John H.
Sprigg, ’92

Patterson, ’57, President of the N. C. R., left for New
York City to take active part in the Crocker Land Expedition, operating under the auspices of the Natural History and American Geographical Society.

The party will go to the northermost home of man. Judge Sprigg
and Frederick Patterson will look after the bringing in of game, especially walrus, the party needing twenty for food for their teams. They
will remain several months north.
We are proud to hear that Judge Sprigg, a St. Mary’s Old Boy, is
deeply interested in advancing science. We had already known of his
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devoted work on the judicial bench. He has an admirable companion
in Frederick Patterson, who though much younger in years, is a fearless, intrepid specimen of the American boy. A lover of nature, he is
keen with the gun, a clever rider of horses, and a master in handling a
canoe. It was our pleasure to note his fearless and devoted work in
risking his own life in the Dayton Great Flood that others might be
saved. A “bon voyage,” friends! Let us hear your story when you
return.
Mathias N.

“Matt.” was at good old S. M. C. Commencement Day,

Blumenthal,’97 #24 remained over for the banquet.

We received a

dainty little envelope about a week later enclosing two
cards tied together with pink ribbon. The smaller card read: “Lucretia Louise Blumenthal, June 26, 1913.”
Congratulations, “Matt.”! May all at 1241 Newport avenue live
long and happy.

Harry

Finke, ’02
Terrace.

Just in time as we go to press! Harry Finke,, ’02, ’ met

‘US on the street and passed around the cigars.

Her

name is Dorothy Louise. Arrived July 9 at Finke
Our Assistant City Engineer is being warmly congratulated

by his many friends. Accept ours, Harry.
Bonnard

Whelan, 0g

Another late bit of news.

Bernard Whelan, ’08, of

track fame, has taken to “flying.”

He received his

“pilot’s license” as a Wright flyer a week ago in a final
test of four flights lasting 50 minutes. Success to you, Bernard. Drop
in some day and see us. Leave your aeroplane outside.

acaeth
Loeffler

Sunday, June 25, Joseph Loeffler, grand-nephew of
Brother Zehler, visited St. Mary’s. Joseph attended
St. Lawrence College, Mt. Calvary, near Sheboygan,

Wis., where our Old Boy, Louis Sonntag, nephew of Brother Zehler,
resides. We were pleased to learn that he is in good health.
Our young student visited Mr. and Mrs. J. Hettich, classmates of

his parents in Germany. In September, it is his intention to enter the
Novitiate of the Capuchin Fathers, at St. Bonaventure’s Monastery,
Detroit. May God bless you, Joseph, in your choice of a state of life.
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College Notes
HIGHEST HONORS FOR THE SCHOLASTIC TERM
Collegiate Department
Raymond O’Brien, 87; Alphonse Schumacher,

Senior Letters

Sophomore Letters
Sophomore Engineering
Freshman Letters
Freshman Engineering

Fourth High
Third High-A
Third High-B
Second High-A
Second High-B
First High-A
First High-B
First High-C

Second Business
First Business

Robert Sherry, 93; Emil Edmondson,
Clement Yamashiro, 86; Leon Anderson,
Ray Grimmer, 89; Roy Grimmer,
Aloys Schmedinghoff, 95; Ralph Wirshinig,
High School Department
Lyman Hill, 96; Joseph Windbiel,
Charles Meyer, 97; John Roth,
Joseph Kuhn, 95; Clifford Stuhlmiller,
Lawrence Warren, 95; Paul Ohmer,
Joseph Schaefer, 93; Edward Winters,
John Ledger, 91; William O’Brien,
Demofilo Ferrero, 95; Edward Menninger,
Arthur Grace, 91; Emil Kessler,
Business Department
Edward Weber, 96; Edward Zimmer,
Harry O’Leary, 96; Fred Kelley,
Elementary Department

Eighth Grade-A
Eighth Grade-B
Seventh Grade

Hayden Hill, 91; Henry Weinert,
Franklin Berning, 87; Charles Smith,
Eugene Greiwe, 92; Edward Roth,

Sixth Grade

Raymond Helmig, 90; Lawrence Menninger,

Fifth Grade

Matthew Kovacic, 94; Aloysius Werner,

Commencement

June 17, 1913, was one of the most remarkable commnce-

ment days in the history of the College. Mass for the
graduates was celebrated at 7:00 A. M., at which all received
Holy Communion. At 8:00 A. M. a Memorial Mass was offered by Rev. Aloys
Angel, ’02, for’the departed alumni, the entire student body assisting.
In the afternoon at 1:30 the students and faculty assembled in the College
Park to welcome Hon. James M. Cox, Governor of Ohio, whom it was our
great honor to have as the speaker for the occasion. After his reception the
Day
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students marched to the Commencement Hall, the rear being brought up by
the graduates from the Collegiate Department and a large number of alumni
in cap and gown.

After the singing of “America,” in which all joined, Raymond

O’Brien delivered the salutatory. The Rev. President then with warm words
of welcome introduced the Governor. The Hall was crowded with people
eager to hear him, nor were they at all disappointed in their expectations. He
delivered an excellent address. He paid a glowing tribute to St. Mary’s, not
only for the substantial training the college gives her young men, but also for
the admirable services rendered by her faculty to the city of Dayton in his terrible flood disaster. The advice and encouragement he gave to the graduates
in particular was well appreciated and his ardent advocacy of the Mothers’
Pension Bill showed that he has the nation’s moral interests sincerely at heart.
Henry J. Klein gave the valedictury, The S. M. C. orchestra interspersed
many fine and appropriate pieces.
After the exercises in the Hall, luncheon was served to the clergy, alumni,
and other distinguished guests. Later in the evening they attended the alumni
banquet given at the Phillips House.

Degrees
Conferred

The Degree of Master of Arts was conferred on Michael A.
Daugherty, Jr., with the mention Magna cum laude. The
Degree of Bachelor of Arts was conferred on Raymond J.
O’Brien and Alphonse L. Schumacher with the mention cum laude. The Degree of Bachelor of Letters was conferred on Henry J. Klein with the mention
cum laude.

Gold medals of graduation in the Collegiate Department
were awarded to: Raymond J. O’Brien, Alphonse L. Schumacher, and Henry J. Klein.
The Rey. Charles Polysek Prizes for Philosophy of $20 and $10 in gold
awarded to Alphonse L. Schumacher and Raymond J. O’Brien, respectively.
The Rev. F. Joseph Kelly, ’90, Theodicy Medal awarded to Alphonse L,.
Schumacher.
The Wm. H. Holters Gold Medal for Christian Doctrine awarded to Frank
A. Thill.
The Chicago Alumni Gold Medal for Athletics awarded to Clarence R.
Braun.
Gold Medal for Excellence in Athletics awarded to Henry J. Klein, ’13.
The Thomas J. Coughlin Gold Medal for Excellence in Mathematics and
Gold Medals

Physics in the Sophomore Engineering Class awarded to Clement Yamashiro.
The Gold Medal for Excellence in English Studies, Freshman Letters Class,

in memory of George A. Pflaum, ’78, Dayton, Ohio, awarded to Ray Grimmer.
The Harry C. Busch, ’96, Excellence Prize of $25 in gold awarded to Raymond J. O’Brien.

Gold Medal for Excellence in History awarded to Raymond J. O’Brien.
Gold Medal for Conduct awarded to Henry J. Klein and Raymond J.
O’Brien.
The Gold Medal for Excellence in Literary Studies (donated by the S. M.C.
Alumni Association) awarded to Henry J. Klein.
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The Dr. D. G. Reilly Oratory Prizes of $30, $20 and $10 in gold awarded to
Frank A. Thill, Ralph J. Wirshing and Aloys. J. Schmedinghoff, respectively.
The Thomas J. Coughlin Gold Medal for Excellence in Mathematics and
Physics in the Sophomore Engineering Class was awarded to Clement Yamashiro.

The George A. Pflaum Gold Medal for Excellence in English Studies in the
Freshman Letters Class was awarded to Ray Grimmer.
The Gold Medal for Excellence in Mathematics and Chemistry in the
Freshman Engineering Class was awarded to Aloys. J. Schmedinghoff.
The Ladies’ Auxiliary of the Ancient Order of Hibernians Medals for Irish
History were awarded to Raymond Carey and Demofilo Ferrero.

The C. E. W. Griffith Gold Medal was awarded to Robert Echenrode.
The Gold Medals for General Excellence in the High School and Business
Departments were awarded as follows: Fourth High, Lyman L. Hill; Second
Business, Edward G. Weber; Third High-A, Charles S. Meyer; Third High-B,
Joseph J. Kuhn; First Business, Harry O’Leary; Second High-A, Lawrence
Warren; Second High-B, Joseph Schaefer; First High-A, William O’Brien;
First High-B, Demofilo Ferrero; First High-C, ‘Arthur Grace.

Commencement Program
March—“Spirit of Independence”
S. M. C. Orchestra
Hymn—“America”
S. M. C. Orchestra, Choir and Audience

Salutatory

Raymond J. O’Brien

Chorus—‘“March Onward”
S. M. C. Choir and Orchestra

_...Geibel

Address

Overture—“Jolly Students”
Sm. C:-Orchestra
AWARDING OF MEDALS AND HONORS
(High School and Business Departments)

Waltz—“The Marquis”
S. M. C. Orchestra

AWARDING OF MEDALS AND HONORS
(Collegiate Department)
March—‘“‘American Spirit”

Dauzet
S. M. C. Orchestra

PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS
CONFERRING OF DEGREES
Se Me ©. -March

Lurz

Valedictory

March—“Good-bye, Boys”

Henry J. Klein

:

Von Tilzer
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Honors

In the Collegiate Department graduating honors were con-

Conferred

ferred on:

Raymond J. O’Brien, Alphonse L. Schumacher,

Henry J. Klein.
Diplomas of graduation from the High School Department were awarded
to: Lyman L. Hill, Joseph C. Windbiel, Bernard Kranz, Albert J. Burgmeier,
Walter H. Williams, George E. Donovan, Gerald E. Dunn, Alphonse A. Moeller, Walter H. Wintermeyer, William J. Kuntz, Albert N. Knoth, George E.

Medley, Charles W. Fitzpatrick, George W. Shanahan, Clement H. Barsch,
Albert J. Krusling, Nicholas A. Bernstein, William F. Avery, William A.

Faigle, Eulogius M. Lause, Leonard J. Swift, John L. Burch, Charles F. Shiels,
Karl J. Kranz, William O. Schleinitz, John L. Weigand, Cyril E. Hochwalt,
Arthur M. Kinninger, Charles T. Creedon, William A. Reith, J. Russell Summers, Otto P. Behrer, J. Eugene Freeman, Walter E. Weidner, John J. Oberlander, Thomas D. Hennessey, Frank J. Garrity, Robert V. Connelly, George
J. Brennan, William H. Fogarty, Edward A. Hall.
Diplomas of graduation from the Business Department were awarded to:
Edward G. Weber, Edward J. Zimmer, Clarence M. J. Kelley, Clarence R.
Praun, Albert J. Menninger, Jacob A. Decker, James Doyle De Maro, Torrence A. Makley, Joseph F. Weser, William R. O’Leary, Leon A. Kenning,
Frank M. Farrell, Paul D. Welch, Edward F. Neary, Clarence E. Greiwe.

JAPANESE SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Third Endowment

Cash on hand, April 27, 1913
Dividend for 1912

=

$911.73
33.91

Contributions received since April 27, 1913:
Dayton, O.:

F. N. Miltner, $2.50.

Chicago, Ill.: Miss Zeller, 25c; Miss Anna Seiwert, 50c; Mrs. Anna Seiwert,
50c; Anna Hofman, 50c; Catherine Loebel, $1.00; Eva Schmal, $1.00; Herman Fruehe, $1.00; John Neifing, $1.00; Susan Zei, $1.00; Mary Spitler,
$1,00; Pauline Duwentester, 25c; M. M., 25c; Marianna Free, 50c; F. Bos-

hold, 50c; Barbara Widua, $1.00; Elizabeth Viring, 25c; William Mack,
$20.00; John P. Daleiden, $5.00; Mrs. Mary Klein, $5.00; Theresia Esterl,
$2.00; Mary Palm, $1.00; N. and L. Johann, $1.00; Val. Seng, $1.00; Mary

Seng, $1.00; Mary Rothengass, 50c; Ottilia Buettgen, 50c; Cath. Hambrecht, $1.00; Barbara Christ, $1.00; Catherine Gross, 50c; N. N., $8.00;

Mrs. Anna Bullock, $2.00; Mrs. Catherine Kaiser, 10c; Miss Anna Spitznagel, 10c.
Cincinnati, O.:

Mrs. Bernard Kluemper, $25.00.

Clayton, Mo.: Chaminade College
The Chaminade Scholarship for 1913
Kokomo, Ind.: Mrs. E. J. Raney, $1.00.
St. Louis, Mo.:

Miss M. Niemeyer, $2.00; Aloys Niemeyer, $1.00; Mr. and

Mrs. J. R. Rozier, $1.00; Bernard Schomoker, $1.00; Mrs. S. M. Dolan, 50c;
Mrs. H. R. Rehme, $1.00; Walter Garvey, $1.00.
Cash received since April 27, 1913
Total cash on hand, July 1, 1913

$ 156.20
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Che Chaminade Scholarship for 1913
l

<a)

HE EXPONENT is again in receipt of $60.00 which the stu-

R | dents of Chaminade College, Clayton, Mo., and their friends
have contributed to the support of a student at the Apostolic
School of Japan. Japan is a country which, within the last

nations.

few years, has come to the front rank among the civilized
The Catholic Church, which numbers but 65,000 of its 50,-

000,000 inhabitants, has a bright future before it, if the Japanese Chris-

tians themselves take a hand in the conversion of their native country
from paganism. The Brothers of Mary, who number more than 70
religious in the Land of the Rising Sun, are doing their share to bring
about such a happy result. They have founded an institution of learning at Urakami, a thriving Christian settlement near Nagasaki,
where they are educating Japanese boys and young men to make out

of them priests, religious, catechists or teachers. For several years
The Exponent has been gathering funds for that noble cause. Chaminade College has contributed every year since its foundation in 1910
the $60.00 necessary for the maintenance of a student at Urakami during one year.
The following is the list of contributors:

Students—Walter Betschart, $1.85; George Botschen, $1.90; Raymond Davidson, 85c; Thomas Davis, 68c; Harry DeGuire, $2.35; Leland Dolan, $2.30; John Foley, $1.35; Murray Foley, $1.37; Eugene
Hencke, $2.20; John Hencke, 85c; Frank Hezel, $1.95; Robert Hummert, $2.10; Leo Mattingby, $1.59; Owen McNamee, $1.35; Edward
Mohen, $1.60; Joseph Muelleman, $2.77; Arthur Mueller, $4.72; Gregory
Rehme, $2.90; Henry Rohde, $6.78; Joseph Rozier, $1.82; Louis

Schlachter, $1.95; Paul Schomaker, $2.08.
Friends—James McBride, $3.00; Mrs. A. Niemeyer, $5.00; Bernard
Niemeyer, $2.00; Felix Keaney, $1.00; N. N., 69c.

Total Chaminade Scholarship for $1913, $60.00.
Additional contributions: Miss M. Niemeyer, $2.00; Aloys Niemeyer, $1.00; Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Rozier, $1.00; Bernard Schomaker,
$1.00; Mrs. S. M. Dolan, 50c; Mrs. H. R. Rehme, $1.00; Walter Garvey,
$1.00.

CHAMINADE COLLEGE, CLAYTON, MISSOURI
A recent foundation of the Society of Mary.

Beautifully located in a suburban

district of St. Louis.

Henry

J.

Klein

Alphonse L. Schumacher

Graduates of Collegiate Department

Raymond

J.

O’Brien
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“Us-

St. Mary’s, in defeating Earlham, closed a successful season of baseball.
Seven games were played, and six were victories. Four of the games, however,
were unworthy of the calibre of the Saints, and were anything but interesting.
Wittenberg, Denison and Earlham gave great exhibitions of brainy ball, and

:

deserve to be held on future schedules.

The Saints relied practically on Hart, the clever southpaw. Without his
great work the story might be different. The team back of him hit fairly well;
and the infield, outside of a few instances, played air-tight ball. The defeat by
Denison cannot be chalked to the record of Hart, but to nervous wobbles of the

Saints’ fielders.
The record of the Saints is as follows:

vs.
vs.

Monograms

Wilmington College
Starling Dental College

vs.

Wittenberg University

vs.

Antioch College

vs.
vs.

Antioch College
Denison University

vs.

Earlham College

‘Monograms for the baseball seasons were recommended and
awarded by the Board of Directors of the Athletic Association to T. Mahoney, C. Yamashiro, F. Kovacic, L. Rotter-

mann. Sweaters were awarded to H. Hart, J. Devereux, F. Medley, W. Avery,
O. Wunderlich. Blocks were awarded to C. Braun, F. Mahoney, H. Klein.

Closing Game of the Season

St. Mary’s—4
vs.
Earlham—s

One of the best games of the season was the closing game
with Earlham, June 7. The game was a thriller from the
start.

The snappy fielding on both sides had the rooters on

edge. The game looked good for the visitors until the last half of the ninth,
when the Saints sent two men over and won the game. Mahoney singled and
Hart was passed. Both were advanced on a neat double steal while Devereux
fanned. Avery then practically won the game, as he doubled with the count
three and two on him, allowing both runners to score. Summary:
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Struck Out—By Sanders 6, by Hart 9. Double Play—Medley to
Home Run—Brubaker. ‘Two-base Hit—Avery. Umpire, Shiels.

Non-Resident Students
With the openinig of the baseball season the day-students spent the noon

recreation on the grounds south of the Third Division campus.

Three base-

ball teams were soon organized.
Besides playing every day, they met the
various resident teams in Thursday morning games, with the following results:

April 24—Utopias 6, Fourth Division Regulars 5.
and Unger; Greiwe and O’Brien.
May 1—Orioles 6, Third Division Regulars 4.

Batteries—Bergman and
Batteries—Bergman and

Unger; Rigney, Pohlman and Kuntz.
May 8—Little Giants 11, Third Division Regulars 0. Batteries—Sherry and
Unger; Pohlman and Kuntz.
May 15—Little Giants 1, Third Division Regulars 5. Batteries—Roth,
Sherry and Unger; Pohlman and Kuntz.
May 29—Little Giants 0, Junior Seconds 1.
Windbiel and Ott.
June 5—Little Giants 8, Junior Seconds 2.
Windbiel and Ott.

Batteries—Sherry and Unger;
Batteries—Sherry and Unger;

June 12—Little Giants 4, Third Division Regulars 2.
Unger; Pohlman and Kuntz.

Batteries—Sherry and
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THE “SUMMA THEOLOGICA” OF ST. THOMAS AQUINAS. Part
Ill. Literally Translated by Fathers of the English Dominican Province.
F.rst Number (Qq. I-X XVI.) London, R. & T. Washbourne, Ltd. New York.
Benziger Brothers. 1913. 347 pp., $2.00 net.
As volume succeeds volume the Catholic English-speaking world is slowly
realizing what a stupendous task the Fathers of the English Dominican Province undertook, when they determined to make the “Summa” accessible to

their fellow-brethren in their mother tongue.

In the fourth volume of the

series we have the First Number of Part III; this comprises the wonderful

treatise on the Incarnation. It is here above all that the Angelic Doctor displays a peerless acumen of analytic powers, settting forth that inscrutable
mystery with a clearness and a precision never before attempted and never

since equalled. Needless to comment on the translation itself; the volumes
aiready upon the market are themselves the best encomium on the scholarly
ability of the translators.

The publishers have, as usual, done their part of

the work well.
FROM HUSSAR TO PRIEST, by HENRY PATRICK RUSSELL.
Louis, B. Herder. 300 pp., $1.50 net.
This book furnishes delightful reading.

St.

One cannot do aught but admire

the noble, self-sacrificing priest who labored so heroically at the betterment of
mankind in his own sphere. Father Charles Chase embarked on the voyage of
life as a Hussar, but after seven years of service abandoned an earthly sovereign’s service to embrace a higher service. He became an Anglican. For over
twenty-five years he threw himself heart and soul into his work, spending
himself and being spent.

Into these years he compressed the work of half a

century. All this was in perfect good faith. His indomitable will surmounted
all obstacles. After this period this man of heroic mould was in his fifty-sixth
year received into the true fold.

The strain consequent upon the enormous

expenditure of energy brought about a series of painful maladies that transformed his last years into a veritable martyrdom. Besides presenting the life
ot a strong personality, this book portrays some interesting and instructive

views on the position of the Anglican Church to the Roman.
THIRTY WAYS<OF HEARING MASS, -by:-G. STEBBING, Cx Ss77R=
St. Louis, B. Herder. 396 pp., $0.75 net.
“Timely!” This is the word that expresses our appreciation of the advent
of this book. It is well calculated to prevent that languor that almost irresistably overcomes those who assist very frequently at the stupendous miracle
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er.acted daily on our altars. The thirty selections are well made and calculated
to arouse interest and stimulate piety. The book, being but slightly larger than
a prayer-book, can be easily carried in the pocket and will attract no attention
in church. It is to be hoped that every Catholic will avail himself of the opportunity.

A LITTLE HISTORY OF THE LOVE OF THE HOLY EUCHARIST,
by FREDA MARY GROVES. St. Louis, B. Herder. 210 pp., $1.00 net.
A simple, easy and familiar style characterizes this book from beginning to
end. The overpowering and softening influence of the Eucharist over the great
minds of the British Isles for sixteen centuries is portrayed in beautiful colors.
But not only that; this little volume might even be styled a kind of history, for

it presents in brief outlines almost all the important outlines of English history.
Tediousness does not come into play in the least; the book fascinates by its

charming simplicity.
THE APOSTLE OF CEYLON, F. JOSEPH VAZ (1651-1711). Translated from the French by Ambrose Catow, of the Oratory. New York, Benziger Brothers.

1913.

127 pp.

This precise volume gives in admirable simpplicity a short account of the

life and apostolic work of Father Vaz, priest of the Congregation of the
Oratory, and Apostle of Ceylon.

Father Vaz, after St. Francis Xavier, the

great apostle of St. India, is too little known and scarcely appreciated. This
modest work will serve to enlighten and edify many, at the same time bearing
testimony to his remarkable sanctity and devotedness.
THE TEARS OF THE ROYAL PROPHET POET OF GOD.
B. Herder.

1913.

St. Louis,

127 pp., $0.60 net.

The tears of the Royal Prophet or the Penitential Psalms are herein treated
by way of meditation in a clear, precise and methodical manner. These maditations shed a bright light on all concerning the Penitential Psalms, enabling
the faithful to peruse them in an intelligible manner and with a piety and fervor
befitting these excellent prayers. Furthermore, this book proves how wonder-fully applicable David’s sighs are to these latter days, and all of us.
BODILY HEALTH AND SPIRITUAL VIGOUR, by WILLIAM J.
LOCKINGTON, S. J. New York, Longmans, Green & Company. 1913.
128 pp., $0.90 net.

A splendid little work that will “surprise” more than one reader who is not
used to having the subjects treated as they are here. And yet the principles
advanced are not only the embodiment of sound sommon sense, but of sound

spirituality as well.

It is time some of us should learn that man is a being:

composed of body and soul,—both made by God and intended for the noblest

of purposes. It is time we should learn that the soul’s work is done with the
body as an instrument, and that the best “soul-work” is done, other things
equal, with the best instrument,—that no soul will ever do its best work with a
poor instrument. The little book is well worth a careful perusal, mainly for theprinciples it states so well. The hints on food may very properly be included’
in these principles. As for the “Hints on Exercise,” and the numerous physical.
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exercises, they are probably as good as those in other good treatises, and may
serve the purpose of furnishing a “working basis” to those readers who would
certainly not look for such material if it were not furnished “on the spot.”

Possibly a little more “breathing gymnastics” would improve this section.

THE INTERIOR LIFE SIMPLIFIED AND REDUCED TO ITS FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLE, by the VERY REV. JOSEPH TISSOT, Superior
General of the Missionaries of St. Francis of Sales. Translated by W. H.
Mitchell, M. A. New York, Benziger Brothers. 1913. 396 pp., $1.75 net.
We are so accustomed to view the subject of the interior life as an exceed-

ingly complicated one, that a book with a title like the above arrests the attention. The careful reader will find himself richly repaid for the trouble he
bestows on the book before us, by realizing the expectations called forth in the
title. The book is a veritable boon to the puzzled aspirant after spiritual
progress, who has come, by reading and otherwise, to the conclusion that there
are “too many things” to do and too little time to do them in. He will learn
the difference between “many” and “much” and their comparative values. He
will see how the “many” practices are but different manifestations of one
tendency,—union with God, and how little value any practice has which cannot
be referred to that tendency. He may reach the conclusion also that a great
deal of external fidelity to pious practices may leave a man quite unspiritual
and that perfection consists more in the “how” than in the “what.” There is
no new doctrine in Father Tissot’s book. There is a fine, methodical statement
ci things we may know well enough but fail to see in the correct relations to
each other. The treatment of prayer and examination of conscience,—the two
principal spiritual exercises,—is especially original and interesting.

MISSIONS AND MISSIONARIES OF CALIFORNIA. Vol III, Upper
California; Part II, General History. By FR. ZEPHYRIN ENGELHARDT,
O. F. M. San Francisco, The James H. Barry Company. 1913. 663 pp., $3.00.
The third volume of Fr. Engelhardt’s history gives the same evidence of
original research, indication of sources and authorities, and readableness as
the two preceding volumes. The period covered by this volume extends from
the year 1812 to 1836. During this time the history of the missionaries is an
account of the incessant struggles on their part against all kinds of opposing

forces. These years comprise the saddest chapters of the mission history, because of the Voltarian spirit which imported from abroad began to invade
Mexico and California. Its devotees, by their cupidity and immorality, hindered the civilizing influence of the zealous missionaries. The declaration of
Mexico’s independence, which was brought about in this period by the
Illuminati, opened the floodgates of an immoral and anti-Christian press which
gave vent to its atheism and its hatred for the Church as in France and Portugal. Though the monks were unjustly charged with “worldly extravagance,”
the materialist Bancroft had to admit that the great men raised up in these
troublesome times for the missions were equal to the difficulties. Amongst
these men were Fr. Mariano Payeras, the last comisario-prefecto, and Fr.

Vincente Francisco de Sarria. The scheme of secularization described in this
volume helps us to realize the story of modern France and Portugal. This
work of Fr. Engelhardt is no book of dry facts; it is a human document that
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throbs with incident and adventure, a fitting tribute to the zeal and love oi
humanity which the monks of the missions exercised in the service of the
Master.
QUOTATIONS IN POETRY AND PROSE. Culled from Speeches and
Writings of Irish and Irish-American Authors, by Mrs. Elizabeth Murrin.
Baltimore, John Murphy Company. 1913. 161 pp., $1.00 net.
We believe this book to be the first of its kind in the market. All the
authors of Irish birth or ancestry do not contribute to this little volume. We
are glad to note the absence of the New Irish School products, and thereby do
assure our readers of the true poetry that is suggestive of the best in Irish

literature. That variety has been secured can be noted from the fact that more
than one hundred and fifty authors have a share in the compilation of the book.

This little work will certainly do its share in strengthening the love for the
bards of Erin and their brethren in Columbia. A feature not often found in
books of this class is an index to the authors, with chronological data and the
numbers of the quotations. The work has likewise an index to the three hundred and twenty-six subjects, which form the topics of the quotations both of
prose and verse.
OFFICIUM PARVUM

BEATAE MARIAE VIRGINIS.

York and Cincinnati, Frederick Pustet & Co.

1912.

1912.

New

239 pp., $0.65.

This little book gotten out without apologies to the book-maker’s art, will
be welcomed by all who wish an inspiring book for the recitation of the Little
Office of the Blessed Virgin. The missal style of type and the handy size of
the book, with other good qualities, keeps this new edition, the eleventh, in line

with the high standard set by the Pustet House. The Office of the Dead with
Seven Penitential Psalms and the Litanies follow in their respective order, the
Officium Parvum.
JOHN O’ JAMESTOWN, by VAUGHAN KESTER. Indianapolis, The
Bobbs-Merrill Company. 1913. 353 pp., $1.35 net.
The numerous admirers of Vaughan Kester will be pleased to have a reprint of one of his earlier novels. The present reprint is an historical romance, and deals with a period that is especially interesting to Americans,

namely, the founding of the colony of Jamestown. John Smith stands out
prominent in the work for his noble and brave character. He is a man who
was a born leader of men—a man who was just upright, honest, courageous,
without pride and haughtiness, a worker. It does one good to refresh one’s
memory of school days with the history of so distinguished a character. Interwoven in the history of Smith is a romance of exceptional interest centering

about Richard Farraday and Mary Barras, daughter of Mary Stuart.
THE BEND IN THE ROAD, by TRUMAN A. DE WEESE. New York,
Harper & Brothers. 1913. 208 pp., $1.00 net.
A book that has for object to “help the city man to find a place where he
can finish well loved tasks in the deep peace of the silent hills, where he can

keep the spirit alert with sympathy and enthusiasm and the mind vivified with
new interests and fresh enchantments.” The author does not want to make
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farmers out of city men, but rather wants to lead them to the country during
the summer months, there to see things grow and by getting close to the soil
to solve the real secret of happiness. He maintains that “the city is the place
to stay in, the country the place to live in,” and the manner in which he proves

his cc; tention is interesting and convincing. “The Bend.in the Road” is a
book that makes many a man think and will eventually lead him back to the
farm.
THE UPPER CRUST, by CHARLES SHERMAN. Indianapolis, The
Bobbs-Merrill Company. 1913. 410 pp., $1.25 net.
The plot of this rather mediocre story can be summarized thus: An unscrupulous, newly-engaged servant-girl, at first unwittingly is mistaken for,
but then consciously determines to play the part of her rich mistress, during
the latter’s absence, at a fashionable villa on the seashore; the idle son of the

same mistress, who goes out to find an object in life, accidentally discovers
the imposition, and managing to keep his own identity a secret, he enters with
zest into the sport, quickly securing a position as chauffeur to drive and repair
fis own cars for the pseudo-lady of the house, whose charms had smitten him
to the heart: the result is a whole series of amusing situations. But at the
final adjustment we would prefer to see behind the bars the girl who stops at
no form of imposture to satisfy her desire for money, rather than after all her
shady operations secure them all by marrying the cheerful lout who plays the
part of the melodramatic hero.
IN ANOTHER MOMENT, by CHARLES BELMONT DAVIS. Indianapolis, The Bobbs-Merrill Company. 1913. 372 pp., $1.25 net.
A story that deals with life on the stage, and life in the glare of the footlights, to say the least, has never had a very enviable moral reputation. This
popular opinion the author bears out in the present novel. A crafty New
York banker allures a charming village maiden to the metropolis by promising
to make of her a great actress. To override all opposition, he had previously
etiticed the girl’s lover to the city by the offer of a position in his bank. Then
follows a sad picture of the ups and downs of a stage career, that would disillusion many an aspirant to histrionic laurels, if youthful infatuation were

really capable of enlightenment. The finale is very weak, though the characters are as a rule well sustained.
MATUTINAND LIT LA BIBLE. Par Abbé E. Duplessy. Paris, P. Téqui.
1913.

270 pp., 2.50 fr.

A collection of articles that have appeared at various times in the review

o: which the author of this book is the editor. Ina style perfectly adapted toa
even very limited intelligence, he has known how to present a clear and convincing explanation of the difficulties and objections that Rationalists have

raised against the Biblical narrative, and which have passed into the joke-book
of their ignorant disciples. Thus he furnishes the often perplexed unlettered
layman with a powerful argument against irreverent gibes and jests of his
itreligious fellow-workman.
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CAS DE CONSCIENCE. Par S. Desbrus. Paris, P. Téqui. 1913. 412
pp., $3.50 fr.
:
A series of cases of conscience that is destined for the guidance of the common faithful. In fact, this is but the compilaton of the various questions and
problems posed by the subscribers of a noted French review, together with the
answers given by prominent theologians: hence, we have a work full of living
actuality. The author, though at all times clear and exact, confuses his purpese to lean more to the side of edification than to mere display of erudition.
Order and method characterize the classification of the various difficulties and
thus facility the search for any particular solution.
THEORIE DE LA MESSE.

Par J. C. Broussole.

Paris, P. Téqui.

1913,

265 pp., 2 fr.

A very serviceable book on the doctrine of the Mass. It is the result of
years of practical experience in imparting religious instruction to the higher
classes of secondary schools, the author being at present chaplain of the lycée
Michelet. Arranged in the form of lessons, the theory is presented clearly and
concisely, and is supplemented by copious notes and extensive reading selections drawn from divers sources. The illustrations, quite numerous, possess
more archeological interest than esthetic value.
THE BOOK OF
Written by Herself.
Revised Edition with
Thomas Baker. 1913.

THE FOUNDATIONS OF S. TERESA OF JESUS.
Translated from the Spanish by David Lewis. New and
Introduction by V. Rev. Benedict Zimmerman. London.
489 pp., 7s 6d. New York, Benziger Brothers. $2.25 net.

This work is a fine companion volume to the Saint’s “Life,” written by herself. The two books constitute a very complete record of this wonderful
woman’s career. The present volume is preceded by a comprehensive “Introduction” from the pen of the Very Rev. Benedict Zimmerman, in which much
valuable historical material is embodied, and which furnishes the reader with

a “point of view” that makes the reading of the Saint’s work all the more delightful.
Another very appropriate addition to the “Foundations” is “The
Visitation of Nunneries,” and “The Carmelite Rule.” The “Book of the Foun-

dations” is composed of a Prologue and thirty-one chapters. It treats one by
one and in great detail of the various houses founded by St. Teresa. In the
“Prologue,” which is as interesting as any of the chapters, the Saint says with
charming simplicity: “It may be held for certain that everything will be truly
told, without any exaggeration whatever, to the best of my knowledge, exactly as it happened; for in matters even of the least importance I would not
tell a lie for anything on this earth. In this my writing—to the praise of our
Lord—an untruth would be a heavy burden on my conscience, and I should believe it to be not merely a wasting of time, but a deceiving of others in the

things of God, who would be offended, not honored thereby.” A little further
on she says: “Each foundation shall have its own story, and I shall try to be
brief if I can; but my style is so heavy, that even against my will I fear I shall

be tedious to others and to myself. . . . I believe much that is very important will be left untold, because of the weakness of my memory; and other
things will be told which may well be forgotten; in a word, it will all be in
keeping with my scanty abilities and dullness, and also with my little leisure
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for writing.” That the Saint’s own disparaging remarks about her work are
merely the expression of her humility will be apparent to the reader before he
advances very far in the “Foundations.” He will continue enjoying what the
Saint, quite at variance with the criticism of three hundred years, is pleased to
call her “heavy style.” As for the matter treated, many things that may seem
little more than ordinary and common-place events and circumstances to the
unsympathetic or prejudiced reader possess an interest and charm all their
own for the reader who knows something of St. Teresa’s spirit and desires to
krow more. The translation followed in the present work is the well-known
one of David Lewis, which is claimed by those in a position to judge it side
by side with the Spanish original as almost equal to the latter,—as nearly
equal as a translation can ever be. There seems to be a re-awakening of interest in “Teresan lore,” and the present volume will do very meritorious work in
stimulating as well as satisfying this interest.
THE DIVINE EDUCATOR, by F. M. DE ZULUETA, S. J. New York.
F. J. Kenedy & Sons. 1913. 323 pp., $0.50 net.
If there can be such a thing as “the last word” on the subject of Holy Communion viewed in the light of the Holy Father’s epoch-making decrees, the
volume before us would seem to deserve that appellation. “The Divine Educator” certainly covers the subject in a manner that will delight the reader of
eucharistic literature, of which there has been so much of late years, and obviously enough, not all of it of the highest grade. What seems to the present
writer the “distinctive note” of Father de Zuleta’s book is the idea that Holy
Communion is intended to be “our daily Bread.” This is, in fact, the first
principle to be mastered by those who find the words of the present illustrious
Pontiff “a hard saying,” and there are many who do,—many who little realize
that they are of the same mind as those who first heard our Lord’s promise
to give them His Flesh to eat and His Blood to drink. Father de Zuleta is not
satisfied, however, with establishing principles. He gives practical solutions
for problems that have grown out of actual conditions during these several
years in which the new decrees have been “tried out,’ and from this point of

view the book is of special value to those upon whom, in the final count, depends the really effective eucharistic propaganda,—the educators of the young.
To these especially the book addresses itself, and every one of them will be
richly rewarded by even a single perusal, and not a few will wonder at all the

things they did not know about this “well-known” subject.
A JOURNEY TO OHIO IN 1810. As Recorded in the Journal of Margaret Van
Horn Dwight. Edited by Max Farrand. New Haven, Yale University Press. 1912.
V1I+64 pp.

A booklet of some three-score pages, that will prove to be of interest not only to
the antiquarian, but to the general reader as well. Its greatest value, however, will
be for the student and teacher of history, since it is the authentic account of a jour-

ney made by a cultured young lady from New Haven to Warren, Ohio, in the opening
decade of the nineteenth century. In compliance with a promise made to her cousin,
she keeps a diary and notes her impressions of this rough wagon trip, and thus has

for posterity a faithful and interesting picture of men and manners durpreserved.
ing these pioneer days on the frontier.
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1H.C.McCLELLAND
DENTIST
QUALITY
DENTAL
WORK

Rooms 4-5-6 Lyric Theatre Building
Bell Phone 989

Home Phone 5522
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New Location for ‘‘Men’s Toggery”’
Will be located 18 E. Third Street in our new addition—The
Hunter & Hardie store room. Everything in the haberdasher
line will be handled and prices will be right.

The Johnston-Shelton Company
The Home Stcre

The Arcade Smokery
R. W. MYERS, Proprietor

Cigars, Pipes, Tobacco, Smokers’ Supplies.

Box Goods a Specialty.

Pipes Repaired.

Arcade and 3d St.

Just say—‘Exponent,”’ and please our advertisers.

: The McCabe-Shepherd-Coe Co.
President

Oo. P. McCABE
JANE COE GARDNER
BRUCE C. SHEPHERD

SECOND FLOOR, REIBOLD BUILDING
Phones:

Bell 526, Home 4728 and 6665

Representing Leading Fire, Casualty and Bonding Companies.
PROMPT AND EXPERIENCED SERVICE IN
ALL INSURANCE LINES
©
Our Line of

Sporting Goods

PLEASE THE ATHLETES AT ST. MARY’S
COLLEGE.
Send for Cataiog

No Better Goods Made

The Draper & Maynard Go.
PLYMOUTH, N. H.

FAULTLESS DRY CLEANING
St. Mary’s Official Dry Cleaners

Fourth and Ludlow Sts.

BOTH PHONES
©
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The Use of a Needle
Is equally as essential to the clothes as the Woolens
needle
We have the Woolens and know how to handle a_

WENDELL PFEIFFER, Tailor
Third Floor Home Telephone Building, Fourth and Jefferson
Tell the “Man” you saw his ad. in the Exponent.
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THE WM. FOCKE'S SONS CoO.
Dealers in a Full Line of All Kinds of

MEATS, LARD AND PROVISIONS
If You Want the Best, Use Focke’s
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Packing House: East Springfield Street

WHY NOT YOU?
ALL S. M. C. STUDENTS RELISH

IScE CREAM
Made by

THE

SWARTZEL ICE

CREAM Co.

33-35 W. FOURTH STREET
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Dayton, Ohio
Tell the “Man” you saw his ad. in the
Exponent.
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Telephone Bell 745

Telephone Home 2745

Amatite! The Ready-to-Lay Roofing

: The F. A. Requarth Gompany
LUMBER AND MILL WORK
+

Monument Ave. and Sears St.

DAYTON, OHIO
©

WE RECOMMEND

iForster, Hegman&Co.
Headquarters for
Furniture, Carpets, Rugs,

Draperies and Wall Paper
{MAIN AND FIFTH STREET

DAYTON, OHIO
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i The Olt Brewing Co.
BeBe

RSSee:

oj

‘Os “Cream Ale”
Has Gained Public Favor on Account of its
SUPERB TONIC PROPERTIES

“Superba Beer”
The MALT BEVERAGE of Exceptional Quality—
Once Used, Always Desired
Phones:

Home 2164, and 2174

1@e«

Just say—‘Exponent,” and please our advertise
rs,

Bell 860

in the Arcade. This is the only
The above cut shows our beautiful Confectionery
can get nothing but the best. Our
first-class Confectionery in the city. Here you the Delicious Chocolates and Bon
Ice Cream, of all flavors, Ices, Fancy Sundaes,
weather. Everything we sell is
Bons have no equal. We serve Hot Drinks in cold s cordially and to please them
manufactured by us. Our aim is to treat all customer
in every way.

Politz Bros.

17-19-21-23 Arcade Street Entrance
DAYTON, OHIO
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Lily Brew
The

embodiment

QUALITY

Dee Bee
of

and PURITY

Cream Ale

Its delicious taste,
Its mild and exquisite flavor
has made it the People’s
favorite BEER.

A substantial and wholesome nourishment—A

Sold only in bottles

On draught at all bars

Order a Case for Home

Case Orders Promptly

health giving tonic for the
tired worn out system.

Use

Filled

The Dayton Brewertes Co.
DAYTON, OHIO
Tell the “Man” you saw his ad. in the Exponent.
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OUR GUARANTEE ON EVERY CAN
YOUR PROTECTION
We are positively exclusive distributors of the only 100%
Pure House Paint in Dayton and vicinity, which is called
EVERY CONSERVATIVE PROPERTY OWNER IS
USING MONARCH 100% PURE. THEY SAY NO OTHER
BRAND OF PAINT IS ITS EQUAL.

HARDWARE — TOOLS — CUTLERY

ECA
BRCRTERA
BR
AAD

Building Papers, Glass, Etc.

beba bd

a
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“MONARCH.”
:

PP

:

RORCACAS SESECESARE

PURE.
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PAINT...
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be

MONARCH ‘100 Per Ct.
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Home Phone 2308
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Bell Phone, Main 308
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We Respectfully Invite YourPatronage.

The Dayton Paint
and Hardware Co.
N. W. Cor. 5th and Jackson Sts, DAYTON, OHIO
HARRY ROTT, President

MARTIN ZEHRING, 2nd Vice-Pres.

WILLIAM HAUTT, 1st Vice-Pres)s

FRED LAUTERBACH, Secretary

CHAS. WOLLENHAUPT, Treasurer

Just say—‘Exponent,” and please our advertisers.
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Health and Happiness
Are habitual With those who drink

HOLLENCAMP’S Beer regularly

HEALTH—Because Hbollencamp’s
‘Golden Glow” beer is wholesome
and nutritious.

AT
HAPPINESS—Because it is refresh-

ing, palatable and a chaser of that
tired feeling of either body or mind.
Have us send you a case. Before it is gone you will
already have begun to feel its beneficial effects

HOLLENCAMP'’S|
(Independent) Brewing Co.
BOTH PHONES

Tell the “Man” you saw his ad. in the Exp<

nt.

Says Miss Remington:
It DaYS to be known as an operator of the leading typewriter—to share in the prestige which goes
with leadership.

It D&S to operate the machine in widest use,
because it means the widest choice of opportunities
for me.

It DAYS to enjoy the advantages of the unrivaled
Remington service. The facilities provided by the
Remington Employment Departments, the largest,
the best organized, the most thoroughin the world,
are always at my command.
Remington Typewriter Company
(INCORPORATED)

New York and Everywhere

GEE! BUT THEYRE GOOD
Candies sold at S. M. C. are manufactured by

Tn
Our Standard:
:
:

{

Makers of

SFOASR |
2:

bi

Quality First

;

‘‘Upon IIonor’’ Sweets

“A ffectionate’’

:

Chocolates

BIG FOUR ROUTE
The road with the service’to Cincin- .
nati, Columbus, Cleveland, Toledo,
Detroit, New York, Boston, Indianapolis, St. Louis, Chicago and the

West.

City Ticket Office.

6 West Third Street

J.-J

Miler, .D. B.A.
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We Absolutely Guarantee

GOLDEN
BAND CIGARS
To be free from dope and like ingredients. The only 5c Cigar
which can be smoked freely without injury to your health.

H. J. WAGNER & SON
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
24 East Fifth Street
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ZONAR’S CANDIES
are Wholesome, Pure and Delicious.
THE FINEST ICE CREAM IN DAYTON
FIVE STORES

10 South Main Street
4 E. Third Street
140 S. Main Street

10 & 12 Arcade
Fifth and Ludlow Sts.

Just say—‘Exponent,” and please our advertisers.

’s Straws
Duell’s Bread $2.00 BillforCody
your inspection.
And Confectionery are used
by the S. M. I. Four
Hundred

This should be a sufficient
recommendation
A. H. DUELL

61 Little St.

are ready

Come in and let us convince you.

They are the kind others ask and
get $3.00 for.

BILL CODY
5-7-9 Arcade—19 E. Fifth, opp. Lyric

The John A. Murphy Co. The Patterson Tool and Supply
Company

COAL
HAMILTON OTTO

COKE
Main Office, 224 S. Ludlow St.

Old Reliable S. M. I. Boys Buy
ADAM DEGER’S

CAKES AND
CONFECTIONS
BrownSt.and Union Ave.

127 East Third Street
Mechanics’ tools of every description.
Iron and Wood Working Machinery.
Factory supplies for all classes of Manufacturing.
Home 3525

Bell 335

McDermont & Clemens
FINE PLUMBING
Broomell’s Vapor System of Heating
a SPecialty For Residences,
Schools and Churches.
DAYTON, OHIO

23 N. JEFFERSON ST.
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THE ARCADE?
BARBER SHOP
Our ten - chair
service
assures
no long waits.
Our new equip-

ment

the

gives

best work possible.
Our Sanitary
Systems guarantee satisfaction.
Our prices are
the same as you

pay elsewhere.
We'd like you to
be

one

regular

of

our

custom-

ers.
14 and 16 Arcade

MANICURING
o<@)
Tell the “Man” you saw his ad. in the Exponent.
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A GOOD WORD

©

Is heard on every side about our

SEPIA PLATINUM PORTRAITS

The Bowersox Studio 137 Canby Bidg.

OPTICIANS

See
~~

¥

DIAMOND EXPERTS
FINE REPAIRING

a

WY SY

Co

DIAMONDS.WATCHES,

?

17 EAST FIFTH STREET
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JEWELRY
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DAYTON, OHIO
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EAT

Laurel Butter Crackers
BEST ON EARTH
Manufactured only by

The Dayton Biscuit Company |
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS
©

©

©

©

Ferneding’s Fashionable Footwear }
HEADQUARTERS FOR

SHOES, OXFORDS, PUMPS
©.

.

..

“Always the Lowest”

FERNEDING’S SHOE. STORE tro'st.
©
Just say—“‘Exponent,” and please our advertisers.
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“Always the Latest”
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THE BEST PLACE
~
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pear

Buy Your Clothes

O
HOLLENCAMP’S
Established 1873
Jefferson andMarket Street, Dayton, Ohio

WM. F. FREY

Buckeye Barbers
Supply Company

Wholesale Dealers in

Is the place to buy Razors, Strops, Hair

CHEESE

Tonics, Toilet Waters, Perfumes, Pocket
Knives, Shears, Hair Brushes, Combs, Ete.
CLARENCE S. WIGGIM

228-230 Bainbridge St.
Home Phone 3227

214 EAST THIRD STREET
Opp. Public Library

Ww. J. SHERER CO.

It’s a well-spent dime that
buys a

Fresco Artists
Interior
25 Perrine Street

and

Decorators
DAYTON, OHIO

La Preferencia Cigar
J. B. MOOS Co.
Distributors

Just say—‘Exponent,”’ and please our advertisers.

»THE..

William Hall Electric Go. |

Supplies and
Construction

118 W. Fourth St.

DAYTON, OHIO

BERNHARD BROS. Herman Soehner

BLENDS S¢a:S¢7
QUALITY

Roasters of High Grade Coffees
Jobbers of Teas and Spices
You cannot afford to pass us by when in
the market.
Ask Your Grocer

BERNHARD BROS.
Pine and Marshall Sts.
DAYTON, OHIO

. THE..

Sole Agent

GARLAND
STOVES
Roofing and Spouting, General Jobbing

112 S. Jefferson St.
Be sure and ask for

Jotin T. Barlow Co. |

DAYTON

ICE

CREAM

Absolutely Pure and Wholesome
Manufactured by

Wholesale

Dry Goods and Notions

Dayton Ice Cream
and Dairy Co.

35 & 37.N. Main St.

DAYTON, OHIO.

Perfection Butter is the Best

Home Phone 2688

Bell Phone 688

C. SCHUBERT

The Dayton Lumber and

Manufacturing Co.
LUMBER LATH AND SHINGLES
Manufacturers of
DOORS, SASH, BLINDS
And All Kinds of Mill Work

Dealer in

Heinz's 57 Varieties
PICKLES, OLIVES, PURE VINEGAR,
CHEESE, SARDINES, CANNED GOODS
166 Arcade Market
Bell Phone 5757

Tell the “Man” you saw his ad. in the Exponent.

Home Phone 5757

PROFESSIONAL PAGE
CORO
Bell 1439 Main

°

Home 4839

Albert Pretzinger—Edw. P. Musselman
ARCHITECTS
1125-28, 1138-39 Reibold Building
Tel. Bell 1598

DAYTON, OHIO

Tel. Home 3747 | Phone Bast 485

Res. Phone Home 4142

Phone Main 2485

Ben Westbrock
UNDERTAKER

Photographer

THE USE OF MY NEW MODERN
CHAPEL FREE

20-22 East Third Street

718 Wayne Ave.

Dayton, Ohio

YOUR CARD
On this professional page recommends you to our subscribers.
It means that we give you our hearty endorsement.

WENTY-FIVE YEARS FROM NOW

You will wonder just how you looked when in college,
young and full of vigor.

We can furnish you a copy of

YOUR LIKENESS
that will please you.

SMITH BROS., Photographers,
18 E. Fourth St.
Tell the “Man” you saw his ad. im the Exponent.

NIEHAUS & DOHSE
$5 East Fifth Street

Sporting Goods. Everything in Athletic and Gymnasium Outfits. Kodaks
and Phonographs.
Flying Merkel
Motorcycles and Bicycles.
First-Class Repair Shop at
226 S. Main St.

NOTR E

D A M E

Chas. W. Schaeffer

Bell Phone Main 33

Gee. H. Gengnagel

Home Phone 3333

girls should get their

BUTTONS AND PLEATING

Schaeffer & Gengnagel

made by us to be made right.
VAN ARNAM DRESS PLEATING
AND BUTTON CO.

Jobbers and Retailers of

Coal, Sewer Pipe, Building Material

G. Reber Wells, Prop.

Portland and Hydraulic Cement

Room 28 Pruden Bldg., 2nd Floor
S. E. Cor. Fifth and Main, Dayton, O.| 812 to 828 East First St.

DAYTON, O.
©
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UTZINGER Says:
A SQUARE PLEA for Your Business.
POPULAR PRICES PREVAIL
DAYTON’S FOREMOST HATTER AND FURNISHER
OPP. POST OFFICE

WEST FIFTH ST.
:

©

DIAMONDS WATCHES JEWELRY

@---

CUT GLASS THAT WILL PLEASE YOU

Finest Stock in the City at Honest Prices.

F. G. MEYER, 134 South Main Street
CALL AND BE CONVINCED
Just say—“Exponent,” and please our advertisers.
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ae STORY WRITING
COURSE of forty lessons in the history,
form, structure, and writing of the Shortstory taught by Dr. J. Berg Esenwein,
Editor of Lippincott’s Magazine.
Story-writers must be made as well as born;

they must master the details of construction if
they would turn their talents to account.

May we send you the names of students and
graduates who have succeeded?

their letters prove is practical.
tion, accepted
editors.

manuscripts

And the success

It means recogni-

and

checks

from

One student writes: “I know that you will be
pleased when I tell you that I have just received
a check for $125 from ‘Everybody’s’ for a humor-

f
Dr. Esenwein

ous story. They ask for more. I am feeling very
happy, and very grateful to Dr. Esenwein.”

We also offer courses in Photoplay Writing,
Poetry and Verse Writing, Journalism; in all over

et

One Hundred Home Study Courses, many of

ot

them under professors in Harvard, Brown, Cornell, and other leading colleges.

250-Page Catalog Free.

Please Address

The Home Correspondence School,

Dept. 229, Springfield, Mass.

Learn Shorthand
In Seven Days!
PARAGON SHORTHAND
Simplest and most practical system.

Its writers are in the service of

the UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT, in law and convention reporting, in the offices of the largest corporations-and firms, in newspaper
work.

Can be learned in A WEEK.

LET US TELL YOU HOW!

A. LICHTENTAG
1434-1486 Camp Street

NEW ORLEANS, LA.

Just say—‘Exponent,” and please our advertisers.
@

GEE! BUT THEYRE GOOD
Makers of
Our Standard:

‘Upon IIonor’’ Sweets

Quality First

‘A ffectionate’’
Chocolates

BIG FOUR ROUTE
The road with the service to Cincinnati, Columbus, Cleveland, Toledo,
Detroit, New York, Boston, Indian-

apolis, St. Louis, Chicago and the
$ West. City Ticket Office.
6 West Third Street
J. L. Miler, D. P. A.
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The Tiffin Manufacturing Company
Manufacturers of

CHURCH FURNITURE
Confes-

|

|

ionals, Prie Dieus, Vestment Cases and Baptis-

|
|

i

Pews,

mals

Pulpits,

os

oe

oir

|

Altars, Altar Railings,
Station Frames, Pedestais,
ete.

|

|

From Architect’s or Original Designs
Sketches and Estimates Furnished on

i Tiffin,

Application

orn
Tell the “Man” you saw his ad. in the Exponent.
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Says Miss Remington:
[t PAYS to be known as an operator of the leading typewriter—to share in the prestige which goes
with leadership.
It PayS to operate the machine in widest use,

because it means the widest choice of opportunities
for me.
It PDa&yS to enjoy the advantages of the unrivaled

Remington service. The facilities provided by the
Remington Employment Departments, the largest,
the best organized, the most thorough in the world,

are always at my command.
Remington Typewriter Company
(INCORPORATED)
New York and Everywhere

Tell the “Man” you saw his ad. in the Exponent.
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Prince’s Toric Lenses ~.*.
e

‘
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EVERY OPTICIAN in town is ready to

cy

serve you. But EYESIGHT is PRICE-

es

LESS. Right Glasses are important.
Will you place yourself in doubtful on
incompetent hands?
PRINCE’S TORIC LENSES can not
be bought of any other house NO MATTER WHAT THEY CLAIM.

Don’t Visit Cincinnati

Without Calling on Us
And Have Your Sight Fitted
With a Pair of

Prince’s Celebrated Toric Lenses

:

AMP, .
9

.

Optician

e

108 W.Fourth St.
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A. JANSZEN & CO.
Wholesale
Grocers
S. E. Cor. Second and Walnut Streets

101 to 117 East Second Street

e

:

e

°

Cincinnati.

ie

Ohio

PHONES—Main 830, Main 832, Main 833, Main 834, Main 835.
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Just say—“Exponent,” and please our advertisers.

